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Abstract
This thesis deals with the two duality symmetries of N = 2 D = 10 super-
gravity theories that are descendant from the full superstring theory: fermionic
T-duality and U-duality.
The fermionic T-duality transformation is applied to the D-brane and pp-
wave solutions of type IIB supergravity. New supersymmetric solutions of com-
plexified supergravity are generated. We show that the pp-wave yields a purely
imaginary background after two dualities, undergoes a geometric transformation
after four dualities, and is self-dual after eight dualities.
Next we apply six bosonic and six fermionic T-dualities to the AdS4 × CP 3
background of type IIA supergravity, which is relevant to the current research
in the amplitude physics. This helps to elucidate the potential obstacles in
establishing the self-duality, and quite independently from that shows us that
fermionic T-dualities may be degenerate under some circumstances.
Finally, we make a step towards constructing a manifestly U-duality covari-
ant action for D = 10 supergravities by deriving the generalized metric for a
D1-brane. This is a single structure that treats brane wrapping coordinates on
the same footing as spacetime coordinates. It turns out that the generalized
metric of a D-string results from that of the fundamental string if one replaces
the spacetime metric with the open string metric. We also find an antisymmetric
contribution to the generalized metric that can be interpreted as a noncommu-
tativity parameter.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 String theory dualities
The development of string theory during and after what is commonly referred
to as “second superstring revolution” is marked by an increasing role played by
dualities [3, 4, 5] and D-branes [6, 7]. It is the shift of paradigm from the tra-
ditional methodology centred around worldsheet techniques [8, 9] to the newer
“spacetime approach” that has promoted string dualities to the important posi-
tion they occupy nowadays. “Spacetime approach” here stands for the methods
and objectives dictated by the greater role played by the effective low energy
theories in string theory research. The two approaches are of course interdepen-
dent, and indeed the approach based on effective theories has been made possible
in the first place by the worldsheet derivation of dynamics of the effective theo-
ries. Namely, one obtains the dynamical equations of the effective supergravity
theories by imposing consistency constraints on the quantum worldsheet theory.
The scheme in figure 1.1 summarizes these relationships and highlights the place
occupied by string theory dualities.
On the one hand, the basic worldsheet action of a string gives rise to the
perturbative formulation of string theory. Some information regarding the non-
perturbative states (D-branes) can be extracted from the worldsheet formalism
as well. On the other hand, low energy effective theories also arise from the
worldsheet theory, as mentioned above. String theory dualities enter the scene
as one turns to the interplay between the two: the common interpretation is
that string dualities are reflected by the global symmetries of the correspond-
ing low energy effective theories [3], or by the symmetries between distinct low
energy theories. Historically this interpretation was established by moving from
7
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Figure 1.1: Relations between the worldsheet actions, string theory, and effective
theory.
the right to the left on the above scheme (along the ← arrow). For example,
T-duality [10], which is arguably the oldest string duality known, was originally
discovered as a symmetry of the effective potential for the compactification radius
in the toroidal compactification with respect to the inversion R → α′
R
[11, 12].
It was soon realized that this radial inversion Z2 symmetry is in fact embed-
ded into a larger O(d, d;Z) group for string theory compactified on a torus Td
[13, 14, 15, 16].
T-duality holds order by order in string perturbation theory: as we will see,
the string coupling is just scaled under this transformation, g′s ∝ gs. One can
derive T-duality from the worldsheet approach to string theory (i.e. going in
the ↙ direction on the scheme 1.1), and it is the existence of well-developed
worldsheet technique for T-duality (so-called Buscher procedure [17, 18, 19], to
be reviewed later) that has made possible the discovery of fermionic T-duality,
which is the main subject of this thesis.
Alternatively, evading worldsheet approach, one can conjecture that T-duality
is in fact the symmetry not only of the effective action, but also of string theory
by following the aforementioned logic: to an effective action symmetry may
correspond a string theory duality. This logic is represented by the horizontal
← arrow on Fig.1.1. Such logic is possible due to the perturbative nature of T-
duality: one can observe it in the perturbative string spectrum. This approach
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is hindered in the case of nonperturbative dualities, that generally go by the
name S-dualities. These are characterized by the fact that they relate weakly
and strongly coupled regimes, g′s ∝ g−1s . The prototypical example of S-duality,
already displaying the characteristic SL(2,R) symmetry group, was found in the
effective theory of the heterotic string compactified to four dimensions [20, 21, 22]
(which is just d = 4 N = 4 supergravity). The same symmetry group, and the
same inversion of the string coupling also appear in the effective theory of type
IIB superstring, d = 10 N = 2 supergravity (type IIB) [23, 24]. The SL(2,R)
S-duality group in this case has an M-theoretic explanation as a modular group
of the torus in a T2 compactification of M-theory (this is due to the fact that
this compactification is dual to a circle compactification of IIB superstring).
M-theory arguments play a crucial role in the unification of T- and S-dualities.
For type II theories, T- and S-dualities are in fact subgroups of bigger nonpertur-
bative duality groups, called U-dualities [3]. These also contain transformations,
that are neither T- nor S-dualities. Studying the global supergravity symmetries
that correspond to nonperturbative string dualities in general can give us some
hints to the nonperturbative spectrum of string theory (this again corresponds
to proceeding along the ← in the figure 1.1). Worldsheet approach to string
theory is of little use in this case, as it is essentially perturbative. However, it
may be possible to find the worldvolume motivation for U-dualities in M-theory
framework. Some low-dimensional U-duality groups have been reproduced start-
ing from the M2-brane worldvolume theory [25]. Developments related to this
are reviewed in the last chapter of the thesis.
Fermionic T-duality, to which most of the thesis is devoted, is a new non-
perturbative symmetry, which so far has been formulated for type II superstring
theories. It has been discovered by extending the worldsheet techniques of stan-
dard T-duality to the superspace setup. Fermionic T-duality is only valid at
tree level in string perturbation theory, and is in this sense nonperturbative (al-
though the behaviour of the string coupling is qualitatively the same as in the
case of perturbative bosonic T-duality, g′s ∝ gs). Most of this thesis will be
devoted to following the → arrow on the figure 1.1, in order to study the impli-
cations of fermionic T-duality for type II supergravities. From the supergravity
9
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point of view the transformation looks rather strange and has many unexpected
consequences.
1.1.1 Structure of thesis
In the remaining sections of this introductory chapter we review the way
in which effective field theories emerge from string theory, briefly describe the
bosonic field content and the actions of d = 10 supergravities, and overview
the derivation of traditional, bosonic T-duality. This is done mainly in the
worldsheet approach (so called Buscher’s procedure), but a general overview of
the perturbative spectrum symmetry is also given.
Chapter 2 provides a thorough introduction into the derivation, properties
and some of the applications of fermionic T-duality. We derive the transforma-
tions of the supergravity background fields by means of the fermionic general-
ization of the Buscher’s procedure. As this is accomplished in the pure spinor
formalism for the worldsheet superstring action, a brief review of the formalism
is included.
In chapter 3 we apply the fermionic T-duality transformation to the D1-
brane and pp-wave backgrounds of type IIB supergravity and discuss various
properties of the transformed solutions. The pp-wave is shown to be self-dual
under a certain combination of dualities, and some other combination is shown
to be equivalent to a geometric transformation of the pp-wave background.
Following this, in chapter 4 we consider the action of combined bosonic and
fermionic T-dualities on the AdS4 × CP 3 background of type IIA supergravity.
This is done in pursuit of a so far unsolved problem of current interest in the field
of gauge theory scattering amplitudes. The set of T-dualities was expected [26]
to produce self-duality of the background based on AdS/CFT considerations, but
is shown to fail due to degeneracy of the transformation. We discuss the possible
ways out and comment on some of the explanations found in the literature.
Finally, we turn to the issues of worldvolume derivation of some U-duality
aspects. Using the generalized geometry approach, in chapter 5 we derive the
generalized metric description of D1-brane in type IIB superstring theory. This
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is proposed as a building block for the ultimate goal of reformulation of type II
supergravity in a U-duality covariant manner.
We conclude (chapter 6) with an overview of achievements presented in the
main body of the thesis and discuss some possible ways to extend this work.
There are several appendices (A, B, C, D) with technical details and conventions
relevant to various parts of the thesis.
1.2 Supergravity
Since in this thesis we will be considering fermionic T-duality within the
supergravity approximation to string theory, let us look at how does supergravity
arise from sting theory. Dynamics of a bosonic string is encoded in the Polyakov
action
S =
1
4piα′
∫
d2ξ
√−hhαβ∂αxm∂βxngmn(x), (1.1)
where the functions xm(ξ) describe the spacetime embedding of the string world-
sheet, which is parameterized by the two coordinates ξα = (τ, σ), and hαβ is an
auxilliary worldsheet metric. This theory is nonlinear (commonly referred to as
a nonlinar sigma-model for historical reasons) because of the spacetime depen-
dence of the background metric gmn(x). The action has the only dimensionful
parameter α′, which is a square of the fundamental string scale. Using the sym-
metries of the action one can fix the conformal gauge
√−hhαβ = δαβ. In order
to study theory (1.1) perturbatively, consider quantum fluctuations around a
classical solution x0(ξ) [27], so that
xm = xm0 +
√
α′ym, (1.2)
where ym  1 are dimensionless fields. Expanding the integrand in a series
around x0
gmn(x)∂αx
m∂βx
n = α′
[
gmn(x0) +
√
α′gmn,r(x0)yr+
+ α′
1
2
gmn,rs(x0)y
rys + . . .
]
∂αy
m∂βy
n
(1.3)
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we see explicitly the infinite series of coulping constants for the vertices with
ever-increasing number of fields ym(ξ) in each. If we introduce a characteristic
curvature radius Rc that controls the spacetime variation of the metric according
to
∂g
∂x
∝ 1
Rc
, (1.4)
then it is obvious that the effective dimensionless coupling that controls the
expansion (1.3) is √
α′
Rc
. (1.5)
One can study the theory (1.1) perturbatively for big curvature radii, Rc 
√
α′.
In this very limit it is also appropriate to restrict the choice of possible sigma-
model couplings in (1.1) to massless fields only (since for big enough wavelengths
massive states are not excited), and to neglect the finite string size, studying a
low energy effective field theory. This field theory is the theory of supergravity.
The supergravity action can be obtained from string theory by requiring
that conformal symmetry is kept at a quantum level [28, 29]. To this end,
one considers the beta-functions of the quantum string theory and imposes that
they vanish, so that no renormalization scale is introduced. This leads to the
constraints for the sigma-model couplings, which can also be thought of as the
field equations for the background fields (the spacetime metric gmn in the above
example). One then reconstructs a spacetime action for the background fields,
which would lead to these equations. If the beta-functions have been computed
at one-loop order in the α′-perturbation theory, then one talks of supergravity
effective action; higher order corrections to the beta-functions correspond to the
stringy corrections to supergravity (which are of course higher order in α′).
The one-loop order beta-functions for the theory (1.1) with the only back-
ground field gmn are given by
βgmn = α
′Rmn +O(α′2), (1.6)
which obviously gives us the vacuum Einstein equations. If one includes the
other two massless bosonic string fields, the antisymmetric gauge field potential
bmn and the dilaton φ, the beta-functions give the field equations of the Einstein
12
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theory coupled to the dilaton and bmn as matter fields [29, 27]:
S =
1
2κ2
∫
ddx
√
|g| e−2φ
[
R + 4(∂φ)2 − 1
2
1
3!
H˜2
]
, (1.7)
where d = 26 in the case of bosonic string, and d = 10 for the superstring. 3-form
H˜ is just the field strength of the Neveu-Schwarz potential H = db with some
modifications in the heterotic superstring case. The action (1.7) represents the
dynamics of a common supergravity sector; it arises in the low energy limit of
any type of superstring theory, which all have a common Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-
Schwarz (NSNS) sector: gmn, bmn, and φ. Field content of this sector is the
same as that of the bosonic string. If we consider the beta-functions for all the
background fields of a superstring, then of course there will be more equations
of motion and corresponding extra terms in the effective action. The extra fields
are either gauge potentials from the Ramond-Ramond (RR) sector in type II
theories, or nonabelian gauge fields for heterotic string theories. Coupling of the
latter to H comprises the difference between H and H˜ (see below for the details).
We will now give a brief overview of different d = 10 supergravity actions
[30, 31]. The actions naturally decompose into a sum of the action for the com-
mon sector (1.7), the action for extra theory-specific bosonic fields, and finally
the action for massless fermions. Omitting the fermionic parts of the actions,
we will only look at the theory-specific bosonic contributions. For the practical
applications in this thesis we will need the actions and field equations of type II
theories, so let us begin with these.
• Type IIA. H˜ in the NSNS part of the action (1.7) is just H˜ = H = db in
this case. The RR field potentials are a 1-form Cm and a 3-form Cmnr; we
denote their 2- and 4-form field strengths as F2 and F4. Their action that
one needs to add to (1.7) is
− 1
4κ2
∫
d10x
√
|g|
[
1
2
F(2)
2 +
1
4!
F˜(4)
2
]
− 1
4κ2
∫
b(2) ∧ F(4) ∧ F(4). (1.8)
The modified RR 4-form field strength is F˜(4) = dC(3) − C(1) ∧H(3).
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• Type IIB. Again H˜ = H with no modification. The RR field content is
C(0), C(2), and C(4), such that the modified field strength of the latter is self
dual, F˜(5) = ?F˜(5). The extra terms in the action are given by
− 1
4κ2
∫
d10x
√
|g|
[
F(1)
2 +
1
3!
F˜(3)
2 +
1
2
1
5!
F˜(5)
2
]
− 1
4κ2
∫
C(4) ∧H(3) ∧ F(4),
(1.9)
with the modified RR field strengths being
F˜(3) = dC(2) − C(0) ∧H(3),
F˜(5) = dC(4) − 1
2
C(2) ∧H(3) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ F(3).
(1.10)
Note that the self-duality of F˜(5) field strength does not follow from the
action and needs to be imposed independently.
In the appendix A one can find a more detailed account of type IIB super-
gravity conventions together with the field equations, as this will be used
later on in the chapter 3.
• Heterotic. In the two heterotic theories there are no RR fields, and the
only massless bosonic field not from the common sector is the gauge field
strength F(2), taking values in the Lie algebra of either SO(32) or E8 × E8
(which are the gauge groups of the two heterotic theories). One should
supplement the action of the common sector (1.7) with the standard Yang-
Mills action for F(2),
α′
8κ2
∫
d10x
√
|g|TrF(2)2. (1.11)
It is the heterotic supergravity case where the NSNS 2-form field strength
gets modified in the common sector action (1.7): H˜ = db− α′
4
ω, where the
3-form ω is the Chern-Simons form for the gauge potential A of F(2),
ω = Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧ A ∧ A
)
. (1.12)
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1.3 Bosonic T-duality
T-duality is one of the remarkable features of string theory [10]. It is a map
between different string backgrounds that leaves the partition function of the
string sigma model invariant. From the point of view of the worldsheet theory
one may interpret it as an abelian two-dimensional S-duality: as will be shown
shortly, the most characteristic T-duality transformation consists of inverting the
spacetime metric component, which acts as a coupling in the worldsheet theory:
g′11 ∝ g−111 . (1.13)
From the spacetime viewpoint T-duality is somewhat mysterious since it pro-
vides an equivalence between completely different geometries. A key application
of T-duality is to use this symmetry as a solution generating mechanism in
supergravity [24] where one begins with a particular solution and then through
application of the T-duality rules produces a new set of solutions. This technique
has proved particularly useful in constructing solutions deformed by NS flux such
as for the gravity duals of noncommutative theories [32, 33, 34], beta-deformed
Yang-Mills [35] and so-called dipole deformed theories [36] (similar techniques
have also been used for deformation of M-theory geometries [37]).
1.3.1 Radial inversion symmetry
Let us now give a more detailed account of the traditional bosonic T-duality,
which will serve as a preparation to the overview of the fermionic version in
the chapter 2. There exist several alternative ways leading to the duality laws.
Perhaps the most straightforward and simple one is to consider a closed bosonic
string in S1 × R1,24 spacetime (i.e. a compactification on a circle of radius R)
and find its energy spectrum. Simple calculation [38, 39] shows that the masses
of the quantum states take the values
M2 =
m2
R2
+
n2R2
α′2
+
2
α′
(
N + N˜ − 2
)
, (1.14)
15
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where N and N˜ are the number operators for left and right-moving oscilla-
tion modes of the string. The possibility that the string centre of mass may
have momentum in the compactified direction leads to the appearance of the
Kaluza-Klein contribution to mass squared, which is governed by the Kaluza-
Klein momentum quantum number m. This effect is common to the standard
Kaluza-Klein theory of a relativistic particle, as opposed to the possibility of
winding on the compactification circle, which is only possible in the case of a
string. The potential energy of a wound string also contributes to the total
energy, and this contribution is controlled by the winding mode n.
One can immediately notice that the mass squared (1.14) is invariant under
the Z2 transformation
m↔ n, R↔ α
′
R
, (1.15)
which is the famous compactification radius inversion symmetry. This transfor-
mation has a clear physical meaning: in the decompactification limit R→∞ the
spectrum of Kaluza-Klein states becomes continuous, while the winding modes
get infinitely heavy and cannot be excited. In the opposite limit R→ 0 the situa-
tion is reversed, with the momentum modes becoming heavy and winding modes
tending to a continuum. The two strings compactified on circles of T-dual radii
R and α
′
R
thus have identical spectra, with the roles of winding and Kaluza-Klein
momentum reversed. Note that there exists the self-dual compactification radius
R0 =
√
α′, which coincides with the string scale. This motivates the intuitively
natural idea that strings may only be useful in probing distances bigger than the
string scale.
Furthermore, one can consider the full string theory partition function, which
includes contributions from worldsheets of all genera. In this way it can be
shown that the spectra of T-dual theories coincide at any order of the string
perturbation theory [10]. We will not review this derivation here since it is
irrelevant to fermionic T-duality: as will be shown in the chapter 2, the latter is
only a symmetry of tree-level string theory.
Finally, T-duality may be viewed as a canonical transformation in phase
space. A simple change of variables in the Hamiltonian formalism for the string
sigma-model leaves the Hamiltonian invariant, if one transforms the background
16
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fields according to the T-duality rules. This approach, first proposed in [40, 41],
has been recently extended to include fermionic T-duality [42, 43].
We will now concentrate on the most traditional approach to T-duality, for-
mulated in [17, 18, 19], which we will use later to derive fermionic T-duality.
1.3.2 Buscher’s procedure
Although classical in essence, Buscher’s approach to T-duality can be easily
incorporated into the path integral treatment of the quantum string. As a start-
ing point we take the Polyakov action of a bosonic string in conformal gauge
[44]:
S =
∫
d2z [gmn(x) + bmn(x)] ∂x
m∂¯xn. (1.16)
This is written in terms of complex worldsheet coordinate z = 1√
2
(τ + iσ). The
spacetime metric tensor gmn and its antisymmetric counterpart bmn play the role
of the sigma-model coupling constants.
Assume that the background is invariant under shifts generated by a space-
time vector field km(x). This means, that km is a Killing vector
∇mkn +∇nkm = 0, (1.17)
and that Lie derivatives of any other background fields (such as the field strength
of bmn) with respect to k
m vanish. After choosing coordinates {x1, xi}, i > 1 in
such a way that the symmetry acts by shifting x1 the action may be rewritten
as
S ′ =
∫
d2z
[
g11AA¯+ l1iA ∂¯x
i + li1∂x
iA¯+ lij∂x
i∂¯xj + x˜1(∂A¯− ∂¯A)] , (1.18)
where lmn = gmn + bmn, and the background fields are independent of x
1. We
have also made a replacement
(∂x1, ∂¯x1)→ (A, A¯) (1.19)
where (A, A¯) is an auxilliary worldsheet vector field. This replacement may be
17
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interpreted [10] as gauging the shift symmetry of the original sigma-model by a
minimal coupling to the gauge field A:
∂x1 → Dx1 = ∂x1 + A. (1.20)
The last term in (1.18) imposes the constraint F = dA = 0 via the field
equation of the Lagrange multiplier x˜1. This constraint can be solved (on a
topologically trivial worldsheet) by setting A to a differential of a scalar. This has
the effect of reversing the arrow in (1.19), and one recovers the initial sigma-model
(1.16). On the other hand, eliminating the gauge field via its field equations
A = g−111
(
∂x˜1 − li1∂xi
)
,
A¯ = −g−111
(
∂¯x˜1 + l1i∂¯x
i
)
,
(1.21)
one obtains the dual theory whose action
S ′′ =
∫
d2z
[
g˜mn(x) + b˜mn(x)
]
∂ym∂¯yn (1.22)
is written in terms of the coordinates {ym} = {x˜1, xi}. The Lagrange multiplier
from (1.18) acts as a dual coordinate, and the dual theory is again isometric in
the x˜1 direction. The dual background fields are related to the original ones by:
g˜11 = (g11)
−1, g˜1i = (g11)−1b1i, b˜1i = −(g11)−1g1i,
g˜ij = gij − (g11)−1(gi1g1j + bi1b1j), b˜ij = bij − (g11)−1(gi1b1j + bi1g1j).
(1.23)
This procedure may also be carried out in a covariant manner, without going
to the adapted coordinate system. The expressions for the dual background fields
are then written in terms of the Killing vector field km [45]. Furthermore, at a
quantum level the above manipulations are carried out in the same manner. One
eliminates the gauge field A by completing the square with respect to A in the
path integral ∫
DADA¯DxiDx˜1e−S′[x˜,x,A] (1.24)
and performing Gaussian integral. The result is of course the same (1.23), but
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integration over the vector field brings in a Jacobian factor in the path integral,
which is interpreted as a rescaling of the string coupling, i.e. the shift of the
dilaton [19, 46, 47]:
φ′ = φ− 1
2
log g11 (1.25)
(assuming that the dilaton coupling has been included in the original action by
means of the Fradkin-Tseytlin term [48]). This transformation of the dilaton
agrees with the result of the partition function approach to the duality transfor-
mation [10]. It should be noted, however, that subtleties arise in the path integral
treatment if the string background is not conformally invariant: one would need
to define the path integral carefully to take care of the renormalization of the
metric and other sigma-model couplings according to (1.6), to include the higher
order α′ corrections.
There are subtleties in proving that the Buscher’s procedure holds on the
worldsheets of higher genera [49, 10]. We will review this later in the context
of fermionic T-duality transformation, where it prevents one from extending the
duality beyond tree level in string perturbation theory.
In this overview we have completely omitted the aspects of T-duality that
are specific to the superstring theory (as opposed to the bosonic string). Most
importantly, this refers to the transformation laws of RR and fermionic fields.
Treatment of the superstring case reveals that the chirality of one of the super-
symmetry generators is reversed by T-duality, which thus maps type IIA and
IIB string theories to one another, with the corresponding interchange between
the D-branes of the two theories. Several alternative derivations of the T-duality
transformation of RR fields have appeared [24, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION TO FERMIONIC
T-DUALITY
2.1 Overview
Bosonic T-duality is crucial in establishing the connection between the differ-
ent branes of type II string theory and has been a central pillar in string duality
for many years. It relies on using an isometry of the background to generate the
T-duality transformation.
Fermionic T-duality is a tree-level symmetry of type II string theory that can
be viewed as extending this idea to the superspace setup. If one has a Green-
Schwarz-type sigma-model that describes the embedding of a string worldsheet
in type II superspace, then a fermionic analog of the classic Buscher procedure
can be carried out, resulting in the redefinition of the sigma-model couplings.
The necessary condition for the duality is that the background preserves a su-
persymmetry, parameterized by some Killing spinors (, ˆ) (we are considering
an N = 2 theory, hence a couple of supersymmetry parameters) that generate
an Abelian subgroup of the symmetry supergroup.
Initially the fermionic T-duality transformation was introduced as an ingre-
dient of string theory interpretation of the amplitude/Wilson loop correspon-
dence, which is a symmetry of the scattering amplitudes in N = 4 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills theory. From string theory point of view, this correspondence
(together with closely related dual superconformal invariance of N = 4 SYM)
manifests itself as self-duality of the AdS5 × S5 background under a certain set
of T-duality transformations that map a string configuration corresponding to
an amplitude to a configuration corresponding to a Wilson loop [55]. It was
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required to supplement the bosonic T-dualities employed in [55] with fermionic
ones in order to achieve the exact self-duality [56, 57].
Let us note various aspects of this transformation. Firstly, it is not a full
symmetry of string theory like bosonic T-duality since it is broken at one loop in
gs. This is because of the presence of fermionic zero modes in the path integral
over topologically nontrivial worldsheets, which make the path integral vanish.
It is interesting to consider if one could extend the duality beyond tree level by
soaking up these zero modes and making sense of such a path integral including
the fermionic insertion. Some of the quantum aspects of fermionic T-duality
have been considered recently in [58].
The background field transformation laws that results from the fermionic
Buscher procedure are quite different from the ordinary T-duality transforma-
tion. In fact the entire NSNS sector is not modified, except for the dilaton that
gets an additive contribution
φ′ = φ+
1
2
logC, (2.1)
where C is determined by the Killing spinors (, ˆ) that parameterize the fermionic
isometries. This transformation law is very similar to the way dilaton changes
under ordinary T-duality, but the sign of the logarithm term is opposite. This
difference turns out to be crucial in establishing self-duality of the AdS5 × S5
background, which was the original motivation for developing the formalism of
fermionic T-duality. As for the bosonic fields of the RR sector, their transforma-
tion can be written concisely in terms of the bispinor Fαβ:
eφ
′
F ′αβˆ = eφFαβˆ + 16i αˆβˆC−1. (2.2)
The bispinor Fαβˆ is formed by contracting all the RR forms of the theory with
appropriate antisymmetrized products of gamma-matrices. We will show how
these formulae can be derived later in this chapter.
An important feature of the fermionic T-duality transformation is that it can
only be done with complexified Killing spinors, which means that the resulting
target space background will generically be a solution to complexified super-
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gravity, as we will demonstrate explicitly in chapter 3. Paper [59] deals with
the extension of fermionic T-duality to a larger class of fermionic symmetries in
supergravity, which also include some real transformations.
A crucial ingredient in the proper theoretical understanding of fermionic T-
duality would be to formulate it as a group symmetry [60], in analogy with the
O(d, d) group representation of the ordinary T-duality.
Some applications of fermionic T-duality to spacetime noncommutativity
have appeared recently [61, 62].
2.2 Fermionic Buscher’s procedure
In this section we will review in detail the fermionic T-duality transformation
procedure formulated in [56]. To begin with, one needs a spacetime supersym-
metric sigma-model describing a string propagating in superspace with coordi-
nates (xm, θα), where xm are bosonic and θα fermionic coordinates. We assume
that the worldsheet action is invariant under the shifts of a particular fermionic
coordinate θ1 by a constant fermionic parameter ρ:
θ1 → θ1 + ρ, xm → xm, θα → θα (α 6= 1). (2.3)
Such invariance implies that θ1 enters the action only in the form of derivatives.
Without specifying a particular form of the action (such as Green-Schwarz or
pure spinor action), we can represent it in the following prototypical form:
S =
∫
d2z
[
B11(Z)∂θ
1∂¯θ1 + L1M∂θ
1∂¯ZM + LM1(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯θ1
+LMN(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯ZN
]
,
(2.4)
where ZM = (xµ, θα), α 6= 1, and the sigma-model couplings form a superfield
LMN(Z) = GMN(Z) + BMN(Z). The summands are a graded symmetric and a
graded antisymmetric tensors, respectively:
GMN = (−)MNGNM , BMN = −(−)MNBNM , (2.5)
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(−)MN =
{
−1 M,N fermionic,
+1 otherwise,
and they contain all the background fields as their components.
In the superspace formulation the shift (2.3) is seen as being generated by
the supercharges Qα for a particular choice of the fermionic displacement (which
is essentially the supersymmetry parameter) α = ρδα1:
exp i¯Q : (xm, θα)→ (xm − θ¯γm, θα + α). (2.6)
This very transformation, when acting upon the superfield LMN , is known to
generate the supersymmetry transformations of the component fields with a su-
persymmetry parameter (Killing spinor) α [63, 64]. We can therefore think of
a supergravity background, given by some solution of the field equations for the
component fields of LMN , such as those presented in the appendix A, with the
corresponding Killing spinors α. Such a setup would be a starting point for the
fermionic analog of the Buscher procedure, and for the corresponding fermionic
T-duality transformation.
Note that in the above we have assumed that the supersymmetry acts by
simple shifts in a certain fermionic direction in superspace (2.3), which means
that the Killing spinor is constant. However, this is not the case for most non-
trivial supergravity backgrounds. In order to fully justify the above derivation
one needs to provide a proof that such ‘adapted’ superspace coordinates can be
chosen for a more complicated Killing spinor as well. Alternatively, a fermionic
Buscher procedure needs to be carried out with a generic Killing spinor, in the
same way as an arbitrary Killing vector has been used to derive the bosonic
T-duality transformation in [45].
For a nonzero B11 in (2.4) we can use the Buscher procedure to T-dualize the
fermionic direction θ1 in a manner identical to the case of ordinary T-duality (as
demonstrated in the previous chapter 1). We introduce two extra worldvolume
fields: a vector field (A, A¯) and a scalar θ˜1. The latter acts as a Lagrange
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multiplier enforcing that the field strenght of A vanishes:
S ′ =
∫
d2z
[
B11(Z)AA¯ + L1MA ∂¯Z
M + LM1(Z)∂Z
M A¯
+LMN(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯ZN + θ˜1(∂A¯− ∂¯A)
]
,
(2.7)
where we have also replaced the derivatives of θ1 with the vector field, as in the
bosonic case. This clearly requires that A is fermionic.
Integrating out the Lagrange multiplier we establish the equivalence of S ′
and S, because on a topologically trivial Riemann surface dA = 0 implies that
A = dθ1 (by topologically trivial we mean that no non-trivial non-contractible
cycles exist on a surface, so that this refers to tree level in string perturbation
theory). Treating worldsheets of higher genera is more subtle, as in the bosonic
case, but the resolution here is problematic, leading to the fermionic T-duality
being ill-defined beyond tree level in string coupling. This will be discussed
separately below.
We can instead integrate out the fermionic vector field A, which will produce
the same sigma-model as in (2.4), but with the dual fermionic coordinate θ1 → θ˜1:
S ′′ =
∫
d2z
[
B′11(Z)∂θ˜
1∂¯θ˜1 + L′1M∂θ˜
1∂¯ZM + L′M1(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯θ˜1
+L′MN(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯ZN
] (2.8)
and with fermionic T-dual couplings:
B′11 = −(B11)−1, L′1M = (B11)−1L1M , L′M1 = (B11)−1LM1,
L′MN = LMN − (B11)−1L1NL1M .
(2.9)
These formulae look much like the ordinary T-duality transformation (1.23), but
they are now written for the superfields rather than just for the metric and the
b-field. The transformation will thus look quite different when rewritten in terms
of the component fields. This of course depends crucially on a particular sigma-
model action one works with, and in a further subsection we will do this for the
pure spinor superstring.
Several important distinctions from the bosonic T-duality case arise due to
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the fermionic nature of the auxilliary vector field and the coordinate being du-
alized. Firstly, the transformation of the dilaton now emerges with an opposite
sign:
φ′ = φ+
1
2
log(B11)|θ=0 (2.10)
(compare to (1.25)). This is a crucial point that makes the self-duality of the
AdS5 × S5 background possible, which was the original motivation to introduce
the fermionic T-duality transformation. One has the dilaton shifts coming from a
series of bosonic T-dualities cancelling precisely with those coming from fermionic
T-dualities [56, 57].
Secondly, there is an important sign difference in the equations of motion for
A that follow from (2.7):
∂θ˜1 = B11A+ LM1∂Z
M ,
∂¯θ˜1 = B11A¯− (−1)s(M)L1M ∂¯ZM ,
(2.11)
where the sign exponent s(M) is zero when M is a bosonic index and one if it is
fermionic. If one makes the substitutions A = ∂θ1, A¯ = ∂¯θ1 in these equations,
then it is easy to see that there is no relative minus sign between ∂θ˜1/∂θ1 and
∂¯θ˜1/∂¯θ1, as opposed to the case of bosonic T-duality, where one has
∂x˜1 = g11∂x
1 + li1∂x
i,
∂¯x˜1 = −g11∂¯x1 − l1i∂¯xi
(2.12)
(see (1.21)). After we specialize to the pure spinor string action in the next
section, we will see the important implications of this sign mismatch. Namely,
it implies that in contrast to bosonic T-duality the fermionic version does not
interchange type IIA and type IIB theories, and does not affect the D-brane
dimensions.
2.3 Fermionic T-duality in pure spinor formalism
The choice of the pure spinor superstring action to derive the fermionic T-
duality rules of type II supergravity is due to two simplifications that this choice
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leads to, despite the apparent complexity of the pure spinor action itself. Firstly,
as we shall see shortly, the pure spinor action includes all the supergravity back-
ground fields in an explicit manner, as opposed to the Green-Schwarz formalism,
where for example only the bosonic components of the supervielbein are present,
and one has to invoke the supergravity constraints in order to derive the dual-
ity transformations of the fermionic part as well. Furthermore, the pure spinor
formulation possesses BRST symmetry generated by the operators
Q =
∫
dzλαdα, Qˆ =
∫
dz¯λˆαˆdˆαˆ, (2.13)
and it is known that nilpotency and (anti)holomorphicity of these operators
imply the superspace equations of motion of the background superfields [65]. As
we shall see, the form of the BRST operators does not change under the duality
transformation, which means that the transformed background is still on-shell.
The pure spinor action of type II superstring in a curved supergravity back-
ground is written in terms of the R10|32 superspace coordinates ZM = (xm, θα, θˆαˆ),
where θα and θˆαˆ denote the SO(9, 1) Majorana-Weyl spinors of opposite chiral-
ities for type IIA or of the same chirality for type IIB supergravity. There are
also extra worldvolume fields (dα, λ
α, wα) and (dˆαˆ, λˆ
αˆ, wˆαˆ), holomorphic and an-
tiholomorphic, respectively, which not only define the BRST operators (2.13),
but also appear in the action explicitly. In the simpler flat superspace formula-
tion dα and dˆαˆ were representing the sypersymmetric Green-Schwarz constraints
satisfied by (pα, pˆαˆ), the conjugate momenta for spinorial coordinates (θ
α, θˆαˆ):
dα = pα − 1
2
γmαβθ
β∂xm − 1
8
γmαβγmγδθ
βθγ∂θδ, (2.14)
and similarly for dˆαˆ. Nowever, now that we are in a curved background, (dα, dˆαˆ)
are independent fermionic worldvolume fields. (λα, wα) and (λˆ
αˆ, wˆαˆ) are bosonic
ghosts, subject to the pure spinor constraints λαγmαβλ
β = 0, and similarly for
wα, λˆ
αˆ, and wˆαˆ. λ and w are canonically conjugate variables. With this set of
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worldvolume fields, the action takes the form
1
2piα′
∫
d2z
[
LMN(Z)∂Z
M ∂¯ZN + Pαβˆ(Z)dαdˆβˆ + E
α
M(Z)dα∂¯Z
M
+ EαˆM(Z)∂Z
M dˆαˆ + Ω
β
Mα(Z)λ
αwβ∂¯Z
M + ΩˆβˆMαˆ(Z)∂Z
M λˆαˆwˆβˆ
+ Cβγˆα (Z)λ
αwβdˆγˆ + Cˆ
βˆγ
αˆ (Z)dγλˆ
αˆwˆβˆ + S
βδˆ
αγˆλ
αwβλˆ
γˆwˆδˆ
+ wα∂¯λ
α + wˆαˆ∂λˆ
αˆ
]
+
1
4pi
∫
d2zΦ(Z)R.
(2.15)
As before, LMN stands for the sum of graded-symmetric and graded-antisymmetric
tensors GMN and BMN , which have the metric and the b-field as their lowest-
order component fields in the (θ, θˆ)-expansion. The superfield Pαβˆ takes care of
the RR fluxes:
Pαβˆ|θ=θˆ=0 =
i
16
eφFαβˆ, (2.16a)
FαβˆIIA = m+
1
2
(γm1m2)αβFm1m2 +
1
4!
(γm1...m4)αβFm1...m4 , (2.16b)
FαβˆIIB = (γ
m)αβFm +
1
3!
(γm1m2m3)αβFm1m2m3 +
1
2
1
5!
(γm1...m5)αβFm1...m5 . (2.16c)
The numerical coefficient in (2.16a) may be different depending on the super-
gravity conventions. In the above formulae SO(8) (16× 16) gamma-matrices are
used, see appendix B.1. The scalar m in (2.16b) is Romans’ mass parameter.
In fact, these expressions are only correct for backgrounds with trivial NSNS
2-form. If there is a nontrivial b-field, then instead of just the RR field strengths
one should use the modified RR field strengths that are invariant under the su-
pergravity gauge transformations as given in (A.6). This correction is beyond the
first order in component fields and thus was omitted from the original derivation.
EαM and E
αˆ
M are parts of supervielbein, containing ordinary vielbein and (for
M spinorial) N = 2 d = 10 gravitinos ψαm, ψ
αˆ
m. The θ = θˆ = 0 components of
Ω, C, and S are, respectively, the spin connection mixed with NSNS three-form
H = db, gravitino field strengths, and Riemann tensor again mixed with H. For
details of the pure spinor formalism see [66, 67, 68, 69].
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Starting with the action (2.15) we can carry out Buscher procedure as de-
scribed in the previous section, effectively replacing the fermionic isometry coor-
dinate θ1 with dual θ˜1, and all the background superfields with their fermionic
T-duals. The dual fields B′11, L
′
1M , L
′
M1, L
′
MN ,Φ
′ are the same as in the example
of the previous section (2.9), (2.10), and for the rest of the superfields that are
present in (2.15) we get:
P ′αβˆ = Pαβˆ − (B11)−1Eα1Eβˆ1 , E ′α1 = (B11)−1Eα1 , E ′αˆ1 = (B11)−1Eαˆ1 ,
E ′αM = E
α
M − (B11)−1L1MEα1 , E ′αˆM = EαˆM − (B11)−1Eαˆ1 LM1,
(2.17)
etc. (for the complete list of background superfield transformations, as well
as the proof that the supersymmetry is preserved see [56]). The supervielbein
index 1 in these formulae is spinorial, corresponding to the isometry coordinate
θ1. Taking θ = θˆ = 0 components one can establish that fermionic T-duality
transformation leaves invariant the NSNS tensor fields gmn and bmn. What does
transform are the RR fluxes and, of course, the dilaton:
i
16
eφ
′
F ′αβˆ =
i
16
eφFαβˆ − αˆβˆC−1, φ′ = φ+ 1
2
logC. (2.18)
The dilaton transformation law comes about in precisely the same manner as
(2.10), while the RR bispinor transformation is encoded in the first of the equa-
tions (2.17). We denote
C = B11|θ=θˆ=0, (α, ˆαˆ) = (Eα1 , Eαˆ1 )|θ=θˆ=0. (2.19)
Furthermore, the superspace torsion constraints help to find an expression for C
in terms of α, ˆαˆ [56]:
∂mC = i
(
¯Γm− ¯ˆΓmˆ
)
=
 IIB : i
[
(c)α(γm)αβ
β − (ˆc)αˆ(γm)αˆβˆ ˆβˆ
]
,
IIA : i
[
(c)α(γm)αβ
β − (ˆc¯)αˆ(γm)αˆβˆ ˆβˆ
]
.
(2.20)
The IIA expression can be rewritten concisely in terms of the Majorana spinor
E = + ˆ:
∂mC = iE¯ ΓmΓ
11E. (2.21)
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The above formulae are written in terms of a Majorana-Weyl representation of
the SO(1, 9) gamma-matrices Γµ, such that
Γm =
(
0 (γm)αβ
γmαβ 0
)
, C =
(
0 cα
β
c¯αβ 0
)
, Γ11 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2.22)
The indices α, β here take values 1 . . . 16. Different properties of this class of
representations are considered in [70]. We use Majorana conjugation for covariant
spinors ψ¯ = ψTC. More details regarding the spinorial conventions are gathered
in appendix B.1. In particular, in the appendix we introduce the representation
of the class (2.22), where the charge conjugation matrix C = Γ0, and c = 1,
c¯ = −1. The relation (2.20) in such a basis takes the form (for type IIB)
∂mC = i
α(γm)αβ
β − iˆαˆ(γm)αˆβˆ ˆβˆ. (2.23)
In order to clarify the meaning of α, ˆαˆ, which play the role of the parameters
of the fermionic T-duality transformation, recall that in curved superspace the
supersymmetry parameters can be written as [63]
(EαMδZ
M)|θ=θˆ=0, (EαˆMδZM)|θ=θˆ=0 (2.24)
(rather than just (δθα, δθˆαˆ) in the flat case). If we take δZM as in (2.3), then we
see that the supersymmetry parameters can be written in terms of the lowest-
order components of the supervielbeins as
αρ, ˆαˆρ. (2.25)
This leads us to conclude that the parameters α, ˆαˆ of the fermionic T-duality
transformation (2.18) are the Killing spinors of the initial supergravity back-
ground. This pair of Kililng spinors describes a supersymmetry preserved by the
background, whose existence manifests itself in the shift isometry (2.3). Note
that the spinors α, ˆαˆ are commuting since the dependence on an anticommuta-
tive parameter ρ has been made explicit, and that we are talking about a single
supersymmetry parameterized by a couple α, ˆαˆ since it is N = 2 supersymmet-
ric theory.
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These Killing spinors cannot be arbitrary, though. It is natural to require
that the isometries being dualized form an abelian subalgebra of the symmetry
superalgebra of the background, simply to have the result of the transformation
well-defined. In the case of bosonic T-duality this requirement is obviously trivial
for a single isometry, since it always commutes with itself. The situation is
different when we require that multiple supersymmetries that we fermionically T-
dualize anticommute. In particular, even for a single supersymmetry one should
require that it squares to zero. Making use of the supersymmetry algebra we
find the following constraint on the Killing spinors:
0 =
(
¯ Q+ ¯ˆ Qˆ
)2
= − (¯Γm+ ¯ˆΓmˆ)Pm
=
 IIB :
[
(c)αγmαβ
β + (ˆc)αˆγm
αˆβˆ
ˆβˆ
]
Pm,
IIA :
[
(c)αγmαβ
β + (ˆc¯)αˆ(γ
m)αˆβˆ ˆβˆ
]
Pm.
(2.26)
Again we can rewrite the IIA expression succinctly as
E¯ ΓmE = 0. (2.27)
In the gamma-matrix representation given in appendix B.1 we can write simply
γm+ ˆγmˆ = 0 (2.28)
for the case of type IIB theory. We will be using the constraint in this form in
chapter 3, where the focus will be on IIB supergravity. In the chapter 4, which
deals with IIA theory, the form (2.27) will be preferred.
The constraint (2.26) has far-reaching consequences for the duality transfor-
mation. In the standard representation of the gamma-matrices mentioned above,
γ0 is a unit matrix. Therefore for m = 0 (2.28) cannot be satisfied for any real
spinor. This is the reason why in general fermionic T-duality does not preserve
the reality of background.
Strictly speaking, imposing the constraint (2.26) is not necessary for the
Buscher procedure to hold. One can speculate that whether or not the Killing
spinor satisfies this constraint may be related to the possibility to introduce the
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adapted superspace coordinates for a Killing spinor, so that it acts by simple
shifts (this issue has been discussed above, after the equation (2.6)).
Note that nonabelian T-duality can be formulated consistently in the bosonic
case [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. The corresponding research on fermionic T-duality
has not appeared yet. It would be interesting to consider such a possibility in
order to evade the need to complexify the Killing spinor and the background.
We can now return to the issue mentioned after the equations (2.12) of the
previous section, namely, that there is an important sign difference between the
transformations of bosonic and of fermionic T-duality. What in that example
manifested itself as the same sign of ∂θ˜1/∂θ1 and ∂¯θ˜1/∂¯θ1 is now the coincidence
of the signs of E ′α1 and Eˆ
′αˆ
1 in the transformation law (2.17). This is to be
contrasted with the bosonic T-duality case, where the signs are different (2.12).
Note that there exists a derivation of bosonic T-duality transformation in the
pure spinor formalism [54], which shows clearly that in the bosonic case the
relative minus sign is present in the transformation law of the supervielbein:
E ′α1 = (G11)
−1Eα1 , Eˆ
′αˆ
1 = −(G11)−1Eˆαˆ1 . (2.29)
Here we assume that a bosonic coordinate x1 has been T-dualized, and the
corresponding supervielbein index is therefore a ’bosonic 1’, not fermionic as in
(2.17). This difference implies that whereas it is crucial to change the chirality of
either θ or θˆ in order to keep the standard supergravity constraints after bosonic
T-duality has been done, there is no need to do this after fermionic T-duality.
Thus type IIA and Type IIB string theories are not interchanged under fermionic
T-duality, and the D-brane dimension is also preserved. For more details of this
dissimilarity we refer the reader to the original paper [56].
Finally let us give a brief discussion of the problems that arise if we try to
define the fermionic T-duality transformation beyond tree level in string pertur-
bation theory. As mentioned earlier, strictly speaking, the simplified description
of the Buscher procedure given above is only valid for the string worldsheets with
topology of a disk or a sphere. Global aspects of the Buscher procedure become
important on the worldsheets with handles [49, 72, 45].
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Think of the transition from the intermediate action that relates the two
bosonic T-dual sigma-models, to the original action, which is achieved by inte-
grating out the Lagrange multiplier x˜ in (1.18). The main obstacle is that on a
nontrivial Riemann surface the condition that field strength of a vector F = dA
is zero does not imply that the 1-form A is exact. Integral curves of the vector
field may wind around the noncontractible cycles on the worldsheet, with the
vector field having no well-defined potential. If the original isometry coordinate
x was compact, then one could only get the correct periodicity in x after in-
tegrating out x˜ if A had integer-valued circulations around the noncontractible
cycles Ca of the Riemann surface∮
Ca
A = na, na ∈ Z. (2.30)
In this case one can interpret A as differential of a periodic scalar x and the
original sigma-model is recovered. The integer-valuedness of the circulations of
A must be imposed by inserting a delta-function (or actually a Dirac comb to
account for all integer values for
∮
A) in the string path integral
∑
n
g∏
a=1
δ
(
na =
∮
Ca
A
)
=
∑
n
exp
(
i
g∑
a=1
na
∮
Ca
A
)
, (2.31)
where the product/sum over a corresponds to taking into account all the nontriv-
ial cycles Ca on a genus g surface, and we also sum over all possible values of na.
The latter now may be interpreted as the winding modes of the dual coordinate
x˜ on the cycles Ca:
x˜(z + Ca) = x˜(z) + na. (2.32)
Note that the dual coordinate is thus non-periodic, and one must include the
integration over its winding modes na in the path integral.
This discussion applies to the fermionic Buscher procedure with minimal
modifications that are due to the fact that the fermionic variables cannot be
compact. This leads to some subtleties in the treatment of the zero modes
of the fermionic field being dualized [56], even at tree level. On the Riemann
surfaces of higher genus, however, the procedure is ill-defined because of the
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presence of an extra fermionic zero mode ρa in the path integral. It can be
thought of as representing either windings of the dual fermionic coordinate on
the noncontractible cycles:
θ˜(z + Ca) = θ˜(z) + ρa, (2.33)
or the circulations of the fermionic vector field around these cycles.
2.4 Summary
Fermionic T-duality is a tree level symmetry of string theory, which preserves
supersymmetry. It can be carried out with respect to Killing spinors that belong
to the abelian subalgebra of the symmetry superalgebra. These Killing spinors
determine the transformed solution as follows.
Take, , a Killing spinor that parameterizes an unbroken supersymmetry. It
is a Majorana-Weyl spinor of (1 + 9)-dimensional spacetime, that is, real with
sixteen components. Since type II supergravity is an N = 2 theory, there is
also another Killing spinor, which is denoted by ˆ and has the same or different
chirality as  depending on whether we are in type IIB or type IIA theory. A pair
ε = (, ˆ) generates one supersymmetry transformation. However, the two spinors
within the pair are not independent – they are related by the Killing spinor
equations, and furthermore by the constraint (2.26). This relation cannot hold
for real spinors, and they must be artificially complexified. This is a characteristic
property of fermionic T-duality, which leads to complex RR fluxes after the
transformation. In type IIB we write (2.26) as
γm+ ˆγmˆ = 0, (2.34)
and in type IIA as
E¯ ΓmE = 0 (2.35)
for a Majorana spinor E = + ˆ.
After the choice of the Killing spinors satisfying (2.26) has been made, one
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calculates an auxilliary scalar field C defined by the differential equation (2.20),
i.e.
∂mC = i
α(γm)αβ
β − iˆαˆ(γm)αˆβˆ ˆβˆ (2.36)
for type IIB, and
∂mC = iE¯ ΓmΓ
11E (2.37)
for IIA.
Note that by using the constraint (2.34) we can simplify the IIB expression:
∂mC = 2iγm. (2.38)
The transformation of the dilaton is given by
φ′ = φ+
1
2
logC, (2.39)
and the transformation of RR fields can be written succinctly in terms of the
bispinor Fαβ:
i
16
eφ
′
F ′ =
i
16
eφF − ⊗ ˆ
C
. (2.40)
In the case when the fermionic T-duality is performed with respect to sev-
eral supersymmetries, parameterized by the Killing spinors εi = (i, ˆi), i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, the formulae (2.38), (2.39), and (2.40) are generalized to
∂mCij = 2iiγmj, (2.41a)
φ′ = φ+
1
2
n∑
i=1
(logC)ii, (2.41b)
i
16
eφ
′
F ′ =
i
16
eφF −
n∑
i,j=1
(i ⊗ ˆj) (C−1)ij. (2.41c)
The set of the Killing spinors must obey
iγmj + ˆiγmˆj = 0 (2.42)
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for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. One can strightforwarldy modify the type IIA formulae to
describe the case of multiple fermionic T-dualities in a similar manner (essentially
by promoting C to the matrix-valued function).
35
CHAPTER 3
EXPLORING FERMIONIC
T-DUALITY
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will gain some practical familiarity with the way fermionic
T-duality works by applying the transformation to several solutions of type IIB
supergravity. The choice of backgrounds to be transformed shall be dictated by
the necessity to demonstrate the properties of the fermionic T-duality transfor-
mation hinted at in the chapter 2.
As shown there, the transformation leaves invariant the NSNS sector (apart
from the dilaton shift). Fermionic T-duality is a transformation primarily of the
RR fields. This really explains the delay in the study of fermionic T-duality;
deriving the transformations of the RR backgrounds in bosonic T-duality from
the string worldsheet has only been done recently and required using the pure
spinor formulation [54]. We will look in detail at the supergravity fields that
result from applying the fermionic T-duality to the standard backgrounds like a
D-brane. By doing this one has ample opportunities to get acquainted with all
sorts of unusual supergravity backgrounds that look like a familiar D-brane with
respect to the metric and the b-field, but have very uncommon dilaton and RR
fields (and are supersymmetric, just as the original D-brane).
Secondly, because of the requirement that we deal with commuting supersym-
metries (just as one deals with commuting isometries in ordinary T-duality) it is
necessary that we deal with complexified Killing spinors and in turn complexified
RR-fluxes. Thus the transformed background will be a solution of complexified
supergravity. One open and indeed crucial question is to determine when these
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transformations map back to a real supergravity solution. In fact, one need not
map directly to a purely real solution since if there exists a time-like isometry
(which is almost certain for a supersymmetric solution) then one can do bosonic
T-duality in the timelike direction. Although timelike compactifications may not
be a valid feature for a realistic theory, bosonic T-dualities in timelike directions
are known to relate type II supergravities to perfectly valid type II* theories
[77, 78]. The transition II → II* involves, among other things, a continuation of
RR fields:
C(n) → −iC(n), (3.1)
so that all C(n) have wrong signs of their kinetic terms in type II* supergravity
action. In this sense, one could think of the type II background with purely
imaginary RR fluxes (which may result from fermionic T-duality) as being the
type II* background with real fluxes. A timelike T-duality transformation would
then map it to some real type II background.
This was precisely the case for the fermionic dual of AdS5 × S5 described
by Berkovits and Maldacena [56] where after eight fermionic T-dualities there
remained some imaginary RR flux. This was then made real by application
of timelike T-duality. We will see an imaginary RR background appear after
fermionic T-dualizing the pp-wave background of IIB supergravity.
In any case, perhaps we should be interested in complexified supergravity in
its own right. In quantum field theory (such as Yang-Mills) there has been a great
deal of progress made by complexifying the theory and then using the power of
complex analysis. This was the origin of the S-matrix programme which has
now seen something of a revival [79, 55, 80, 81] with recent works on amplitude
physics again relying on an implicit complexification of the theory to achieve
results. In fact, the motivation for studying fermionic T-duality [56, 57] was to
derive the duality between certain amplitudes and Wilson lines in Yang-Mills
theory. Whether we can learn really more about string theory per se through
complexification of backgrounds has yet to be seen but ideas along these lines
have appeared before (see for example the discussion in [77]).
Based on the description of the fermionic T-duality technique given in the
chapter 2 we can formulate the following recipe to perform fermionic T-duality
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on a given solution:
1. Find the Killing spinors of the solution. In IIB supergravity we choose
to represent these by pairs ε = (, ˆ) of 16-component real spinors of the
same chirality. This corresponds to the two Majorana-Weyl supersymmetry
parameters of the theory.
2. Choose a complex linear combination of the Killing spinors ε′ = (′, ˆ′)
that satisfies the commutativity condition (2.34). This linear combination
describes the supersymmetry that we a dualising with respect to.
3. Calculate the auxilliary function C from (2.38). To do this consistently, one
should work in world indices (i.e. one should integrate ∂µC = 2i
′
(
eνµγν
)
′,
where eνµ is the vielbein, and world indices are underlined to distinguish
them from flat ones).
4. If there are any RR fields in the original background, substitute them into
(2.16c) to calculate the matrix Fαβ:
Fαβ = (γµ)αβFµ +
1
3!
(γµ1µ2µ3)αβFµ1µ2µ3 +
1
2
1
5!
(γµ1...µ5)αβFµ1...µ5 . (3.2)
5. Use Fαβ, α, ˆβ, and C to calculate the transformed RR background F ′αβ
via (2.40):
i
16
eφ
′
F ′ =
i
16
eφF − ⊗ ˆ
C
. (3.3)
6. Use (3.2) again, this time to find the contributions of F1, F3, and F5 to
F ′αβ separately.
7. Check that the transformed background is a solution to the field equaitons.
It is obvious that this recipe of doing fermionic T-duality involves a great deal
of 16 by 16 matrix manipulations. Its practical implementation can be simplified
greatly by using mathematical software capable of analytic computations. In our
case we used a simple programme for Mathematica to perform steps 2, 4, 5, and
6 automatically. The only nontrivial step in the algorithm is number 6, where
one starts with a 16 by 16 matrix F ′, and one needs to find the corresponding 1-,
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3-, and 5-form components. This calculation is done by separating the matrices
in equation (3.2) into their symmetric and antisymmetric parts. On the left-
hand side of the equation we have a matrix F ′, which is the output of (3.3).
This should be split into symmetric and antisymmetric parts by brute force.
As to the right-hand side of (3.2), it is naturally separated into symmetric and
antisymmetric parts. Namely, a single γ-matrix is symmetric, as well as a product
of five γ-matrices, whereas a triple product is antisymmetric. This can be verified
explicitly by using the matrix representation given in appendix B.
3.2 Fermionic T-duals of the D1-brane
Firstly, we will perform the transformation on the background of a single
D1-brane. This will be a simple nontrivial example, which however clearly shows
that the fermionic T-dual fields are typically complex-valued. One can also
observe that the transformed background is rather nontrivial, unexpected of a
supersymmetric solution (recall that supersymmetry is preserved). Next we shall
consider the pp-wave background, and apply multiple fermionic T-dualities to it
in order to show other more interesting properies.
The D1-brane background has vanishing B-field, and its nontrivial metric
is supported by the dilaton and RR 2-form potential. These are given by the
following [82]:
e2φ = 1 +
Q
(δmnxmxn)6
; (3.4)
gµν = (e
−φηij, eφδmn), (3.5)
(C2)01 = e
−2φ − 1; (F3)01m = −2e−2φ∂mφ, (3.6)
and the other RR fields (C0, C4) vanish everywhere. The notation we use is
ηij = diag(−1, 1), i, j ∈ {0, 1},
δmn = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), m, n ∈ {2, . . . , 9}.
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All components of C2 and F3, other than specified in (3.6), are zero. The indices
in (3.6) are world indices.
As it is easy to see, the above supergravity background is a solitonic solution
in the sense that the fields fall off rapidly as one increases the distance r =
√
δmnxmxn from the string-like core, located at x
2 = . . . = x9 = 0, and the metric
tends to become flat in this limit. This matches with the supergravity background
being a low-energy approximation to the nonperturbative string theory state (a
D-brane).
The form of the transformed solution depends on the choice of the Killing
spinor used for the transformation. So a few words about D-brane Killing spinors
are in order. In this discussion we will closely follow [31]. For a generic supersym-
metric theory with bosonic fields B and fermionic fields F , the supersymmetry
transformations with respect to a local parameter ε(x) can be written schemat-
ically as
δεB = ε¯F, (3.7)
δεF = ∂ε+ εB. (3.8)
This means that for the solutions with only bosonic fields (which is what we
are interested in) we only need to ensure that the variations of the fermions
vanish. Requiring this imposes constraints on the supersymmetry parameter,
which are the Killing spinor equations. In type IIB supergravity there are two
doublets of fermions (dilatini and gravitini), and their supersymmetry variations
are given in the appendix (B.9). It is then straightforward to substitute the D-
brane background fields and solve the Killing spinor equations. As a result, one
finds that type IIB Dp-branes in general are invariant under the supersymmetry
transformations parameterized by the spinors that satisfy the following condition:
(1± Γ0...pOp)ε = 0, (3.9)
where Op is an operator that depends on the dimensionality of the brane in
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question:
Op =
{
σ1,
p+3
2
even,
iσ2,
p+3
2
odd,
(3.10)
and we have included both possible signs of the D-brane charge. One can check
that the condition (3.9) is a projection condition that eliminates half of the
degrees of freedom of the spinor. Thus a IIB D-brane in ten dimensions has
sixteen unbroken supersymmetries generated by the Killing spinors that satisfy
the above constraint. This result in fact holds for IIA D-branes as well, since
in the absence of the NSNS B-field the supersymmetry variations of the two
theories are the same (up to the redefinition of Op).
Confining our attention to the case of D1-brane we have
ε =
(

ˆ
)
, (3.11)
where  and ˆ are the two chiral Majorana-Weyl spinors that are the supersym-
metry parameters of type IIB supergravity. This is written in the two-component
formalism, so that ε is just a two-component column vector, not a 32-component
10d spinor. For the D1-brane O1 = σ1, so that the Killing spinor constraint takes
the form
(1± Γ01σ1)ε =
(

ˆ
)
±
(
Γ01ˆ
Γ01
)
= 0, (3.12)
Taking the minus sign for definitness we see that, for example, we can take 
to be arbitrary 16-component MW spinor, in which case ˆ = Γ01.
Technically, the above algebraic constraint on the Killing spinor results from
the requirement that the supersymmetry variation of the dilatino vanishes. One
then goes on to consider the variation of the gravitino. Since the variation of
the gravitino contains derivatives of the supersymmetry parameter, this second
constraint leads to a differential equation for ε. Solving this equation introduces
coordinate dependence into the Killing spinor (note that so far  and ˆ were
constant). Thus, it turns out that
 = e−
φ
4 0 (3.13)
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for an arbitrary constant 0, and ˆ = Γ
01, as before. The function eφ has been
defined in (3.4).
Using the explicit realisation of the gamma-matrices (B.3), we see that cor-
responding to an arbitrary
 = (1, 2, . . . 16)
T , (3.14)
is
ˆ = (16, −15, −14, 13, −12, 11, 10, −9, −8, 7, 6, −5, 4, −3, −2, 1)T ,
(3.15)
where the factors of e−
φ
4 have been omitted for simplicity (T means transpose,
so that  and ˆ are columns). Setting all i but 1 to zero, we get the first basis
element, which we call ε1 = (1, ˆ1). Repeating this process for all of the sixteen
parameters, we end up with the set of basis elements {εi}, i ∈ {1, . . . , 16}.
The next step in our programme is to pick a particular linear combination
of the Killing spinors, so that it satisfies the condition (2.34). As mentioned
earlier, this constraint cannot be satisfied by real Killing spinors. We consider
the simplest possible linear combinations, i.e. those of the form
ε′ = εa + iεb; a, b ∈ {1, . . . , 16}. (3.16)
Using the explicit form of gamma-matrices (B.3) one can check that (2.34) is
satisfied by any such combination, apart from those of the form εa + iε17−a for
any a.
The result of the fermionic T-duality transformation with respect to ε′ =
εa + iεb can be of two types depending on the values of a and b:
• If (a ≤ 8 and b ≤ 8), or (a ≥ 9 and b ≥ 9), then the result is of the ‘simple’
type. For this choice of the Killing spinors we find that
γµˆ = 0 = ˆγµˆ, (3.17)
which means that the auxilliary function C in (2.39) and (2.40) is just a
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constant. The commutativity condition (2.34) is satisfied trivially in this
case. The dilaton is shifted by a constant, the RR field components that
were present in the original background (3.6) are multiplied by a constant,
and several new components of F3 and F5 emerge.
• If (a ≤ 8 and b ≥ 9), or (a ≥ 9 and b ≤ 8), then the result is of the
‘complicated’ type. Despite γµ + ˆγµˆ is still zero, as required by (2.34),
γµ is nonzero in this case:{
γµ 6= 0
γµ+ ˆγµˆ = 0.
(3.18)
This means that C is not a constant (in our examples C will be a linear
complex-valued function of the coordinates transverse to the brane, see
below). The dilaton is shifted by a logarithm of this function, the RR
fields are scaled by a power of it, and some new components of F3 and F5
appear again, but also the components that were present in the original
solution (3.6) get additive terms.
Let us give some explicit examples. As a representative of the class of ‘simple’
fermionic T-duals of D1-branes we will consider the result of the duality with a
Killing spinor parameter ε1 + iε2. For a ‘complicated’ class of backgrounds we
will use ε1 + iε9. In both cases we have the same metric (3.5) and B-field (zero),
as in the original D1-brane solution – this is a general property of fermionic T-
duality. In the particular case of D1-brane and for Killing spinor combinations
of the form (3.16) it turns out that RR scalar is also the same before and after
the transformation (zero). Shown below are transformed dilaton and the new
RR fields.
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3.2.1 ‘Simple’ case
Taking a = 1, b = 2 we see from (3.14,3.15) that the Killing spinor parameter
of the transformation is
ε1 + iε2 =
 {1, i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−i, 1}
 . (3.19)
We then get from (2.38)
∂µC = 0, ∀µ ⇒ C = const. (3.20)
Thus, the dilaton dependence after the duality is
e2φ
′
= C
(
1 +
Q
(δmnxmxn)6
)
, (3.21)
which is a constant rescaling of the string coupling gs = e
φ. The RR 3-form has
the components (world indices are used everywhere)
(F3)01m = −2C−1/2e−2φ∂mφ (3.22)
(compare to (3.6)) and eight new constant components
F236 = i, F268 = −1, F356 = 1, F568 = −i,
F237 = 1, F278 = i, F357 = −i, F578 = −1.
(3.23)
There also appear 16 constant components of the self-dual RR 5-form:
F02369 = −i, F02689 = 1, F03569 = −1, F05689 = i,
F02379 = −1, F02789 = −i, F03579 = i, F05789 = 1,
(3.24a)
F14578 = −i, F13457 = −1, F12478 = 1, F12347 = i,
F14568 = 1, F13456 = −i, F12468 = i, F12346 = −1.
(3.24b)
Note that the indices in (3.24a) result from appending 0 and 9 to the indices
of the 3-form components in (3.23). The components in (3.24b) are required by
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the self-duality. All the values given in (3.23) and (3.24) must be additionally
multiplied by 2C−3/2.
3.2.2 ‘Complicated’ case
As an example of this type of a transformed background let’s take the fol-
lowing linear combination of Killing spinors:
ε1 + iε9 =
 {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1}
 , (3.25)
from which it follows that
∂0,...,7C = 0, ∂8C = −4, ∂9C = 4i ⇒ C = 4i(x9 + ix8). (3.26)
We see that the dilaton is now complex-valued, and does not have its character-
istic solitonic profile any more:
e2φ
′
= Ce2φ = 4i(x9 + ix8)
(
1 +
Q
(δmnxmxn)6
)
. (3.27)
The RR fields transform similarly to the simple case with one important differ-
ence: of the eight newly appearing components of the 3-form only six have truly
new indices:
F278 = i, F348 = −i, F568 = −i,
F279 = 1, F349 = −1, F569 = −1,
(3.28)
whereas the lacking two appear as additive contributions to the (01m) compo-
nents that were already present before the transformation:
F012 = −2C−1/2e−2φ∂2φ, . . . , F017 = −2C−1/2e−2φ∂7φ,
F018 = −2C−1/2e−2φ
(
∂8φ− C−1
)
, F019 = −2C−1/2e−2φ
(
∂9φ+ iC
−1) . (3.29)
Again there are sixteen components of self-dual 5-form field strength. These
components, as well as those of the 3-form in (3.28), should be multiplied by
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2C−3/2 = 2 [4i(x9 + ix8)]−3/2:
F02368 = 1, F02458 = 1, F03578 = −1, F04678 = 1,
F02369 = −i, F02459 = −i, F03579 = i, F04679 = −i,
F14579 = −1, F13679 = −1, F12469 = 1, F12359 = −1,
F14578 = −i, F13678 = −i, F12468 = i, F12358 = −i.
(3.30)
3.2.3 Solution checking the fermionic T-dual
In the previous section we have seen one of the simplest fermionic T-dual
backgrounds for the D1-brane. One can notice that it is quite peculiar in many
ways, some of which were hinted at in the introduction: the background is not
real, and although it has the common D-brane metric, the dilaton and the RR
fluxes are unsusual. Not only are they complex-valued, but the real and imagi-
nary parts of the dilaton (3.27), for example, grow without bound in the x8, x9
directions. One can nevertheless verify that the transformed backgrounds are
indeed solutions to type IIB supergravity equations of motion (given in our con-
ventions in the appendix A).
In the so called, ‘simple’ case, all the equations are trival apart from the
Einstein equation (A.21)
Rµν + 2∇µ∇νφ = e
2φ
2
[
T (1)µν + T
(3)
µν +
1
2
T (5)µν
]
, (3.31)
which is satisfied by the transformed solution because the RR fields’ energy-
momentum tensors change trivially under the transformation – being quadratic
in RR field strengths that scale as C−1/2 (3.22), they simply get multiplied by
C−1, which is cancelled by the transformation of the dilaton:
e2φ
′
2
[
T ′(1)µν + T
′(3)
µν +
1
2
T ′(5)µν
]
=
Ce2φ
2
[
1
C
T (1)µν +
1
C
T (3)µν +
1
C
1
2
T (5)µν
]
, (3.32)
so that the right-hand side of (A.21) does not change (the left-hand side does
not change trivially because the dilaton is shifted by a constant and because the
curvature is not affected).
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An interesting question, however, is how it so happens that the new compo-
nents of the 3- and 5-form do not contribute to the energy-momentum tensor.
The reason is an accurate balance of real and imaginary units, scattered around
(3.23) and (3.24).
In the so called, ‘complicated’ case, the auxilliary field C in the transformation
is no longer constant. As a result the function C = 4i(x9+ ix8) (3.26) enters into
the expressions for the transformed fields and the verification of most equations
is nontrivial.
To gain a flavour of the cancellations involved we will give an example of
solving the dilaton field equation (A.16)
R = 4(∂φ)2 − 4∇2φ. (3.33)
Using
φ′ = φ+
1
2
logC, (3.34)
we calculate
∇2φ′ = 1√|g|∂m
(√
|g|gmn∂nφ′
)
= − e
−φ
2C2
δmn (∂mC∂nC − 2C∂mφ∂nC) , (3.35)
(∂φ′)2 = e−φδmn
(
∂mφ∂nφ+
1
C
∂mφ∂nC +
1
4C2
∂mC∂nC
)
, (3.36)
where we have taken into account that for the dilaton in the D1-brane background
δmn (∂m∂nφ+ 2∂mφ∂nφ) ≡ 0, (3.37)
and that the second derivatives of the linear function C vanish.
For the function C = 4i(x9 + ix8) we get
δmn∂mC∂nC = (∂8C)
2 + (∂9C)
2 = 0, (3.38)
δmn∂mφ ∂nC = −4(∂8φ− i ∂9φ), (3.39)
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and substituting this into the dilaton field equation (3.33) yields
R + 4∇2φ′ − 4(∂φ′)2 = −5e−φδmn∂m∂nφ− 16e
−φ
C
(∂8φ− i ∂9φ)
− 10e−φδmn∂mφ∂nφ+ 16e
−φ
C
(∂8φ− i ∂9φ) = 0. (3.40)
All other field equations have been checked and involve many complicated
cancellations. Carrying out these checks one obtains a healthy respect for the
nontriviality of this duality from the point of view of the supergravity equations
of motion.
3.3 pp-wave
Another type IIB background that is interesting to consider is the pp-wave
solution [83, 84]. This is a maximally supersymmetric solution, and so by dual-
izing it with respect to any of its Killing spinors we can get another maximally
supersymmetric background of (complexified) type IIB supergravity.
In our conventions the pp-wave background is given by
ds2 = 2dx+dx− − λ2δµνxµxνdx+dx+ + δµνdxµdxν , (3.41a)
F+1234 = 4λ = F+5678 (3.41b)
(in this section we use the lightcone coordinates x± = 1√
2
(x9 ± x0), and xµ =
{x1, . . . , x8}). This solves the supergravity field equations for any constant λ:
the dilaton equation is R = 0, which holds for the above metric, and the only
nontrivial Einstein equation is R++ =
1
4
T
(5)
++, which also holds with R++ = 8λ
2.
All the other equations are trivial due to the vanishing of almost all of the type
IIB fields.
The Killing spinors of this background have been derived in [83] and in our
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notation are given by
 = (1− ixµAµ)
(
cos
λx+
2
1− i sin λx
+
2
I
)(
cos
λx+
2
1− i sin λx
+
2
J
)
0, (3.42)
for an arbitrary 0, where 1 is a 32×32 unit matrix, I = Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4, J = Γ5Γ6Γ7Γ8,
and
Aµ =
{
8λΓ− IΓµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4,
8λΓ− JΓµ, µ = 5, 6, 7, 8.
(3.43)
The formula (3.42) is written in the complex notation for the supersymmetry
tranformations, see appendix B. Both  and 0 are Weyl spinors, i.e. complex,
16-component. Since full 32 by 32 gamma-matrices Γµ are used here, rather than
16 by 16 γµ, half of the components of  and 0 are zero.
In order to get the 32 basis elements {εk = (k, ˆk)} we first substitute arbi-
trary complex constants as the components of 0:
(0)k = αk + iβk, k ∈ {1, . . . , 16}, αk, βk ∈ R, (3.44)
the rest 16 components of 0 being zero. Next we evaluate (3.42) and get 16
complex components of . Now, the real and imaginary parts of this Weyl spinor
are our Killing spinors ε = (, ˆ) in real notation. There are 32 independent pairs
ε = (, ˆ), corresponding to the thirty-two real parameters αk, βk.
The basis Killing spinor pairs then fall into two groups, those that depend
on x+ only (‘group A’), and those that depend on the transverse coordinates
x1, . . . , x8 (‘group B’). We get 16 group A Killing spinors by keeping any of
α1, . . . , α8 (which we refer to as ‘group A1’) or β1, . . . , β8 (‘group A2’), while
setting all other parameters to zero. Spinors that comprise group B result from
keeping any of α9, . . . , α16 (‘group B1’) or β9, . . . , β16 (‘group B2’).
Not all of these Killing spinors satisfy the constraint (2.34) (or its generali-
sation (2.42), if one wants to perform multiple fermionic T-dualities). If we pick
a pair to construct a complex linear combination ε′ = εa + iεb so that εa and
εb belong to different groups (A and B), then the condition (2.34) cannot be
satisfied. Thus, necessarily εa, εb ∈ A or εa, εb ∈ B. According to the division
into subgroups A1, A2, B1, and B2, there are four quite distinct fermionic T-dual
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backgrounds:
• εa, εb ∈ A1 or εa, εb ∈ A2;
• εa, εb ∈ B1 or εa, εb ∈ B2;
• εa ∈ B1, εb ∈ B2, or the other way round;
• εa ∈ A1, εb ∈ A2, or the other way round.
The first case is much like the ‘simple’ case of the transformed D1-brane
discussed in the section 3.2.1 above. Namely, the duality parameter C is just
a constant, dilaton is shifted by its logarithm and RR 5-form is scaled by its
power. Twenty-four new RR field components appear, eight in F3 and sixteen in
F5. These look much like those given in (3.23) and (3.24) multiplied additionally
by a sine or a cosine of 2λx+. Crucially, these new RR fluxes do not contribute
to the stress-energy, precisely as in the D-brane case.
In the second case the transformed background is more complex. It also has
constant C, and therefore a constant dilaton and a constant scaling factor for
the 5-form components. New in this case is that there are four nonvanishing
components of RR 1-form, thirty-two components of the 3-form and fifty-six
components of the 5-form. All of these look like const · (xµ + ixν) for some
µ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. Again, their stress-energy vanishes, so that no modification of
the Einstein equations occurs.
The third case is interesting, the defining equation for C is nontrivial. We
can proceed however forgetting about the factors of C in all the RR form com-
ponents. Three points are characteristic of a dual background in this case: there
is no 3-form, but all the 1-form and the 5-form components are nonzero; all of
these are either first or (more often) second order polynomials in the transverse
coordinates; and they have nonvanishing stress-energy. The Einstein equations
are still satisfied due to the nontrivial spacetime dependence of the dilaton, which
is proportional to logC.
We will look in detail at the fourth case. This can be also characterized by
nontrivial contribution of the new components to the stress-energy tensor, and
a spacetime-dependent dilaton.
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3.3.1 Transformed pp-wave
The linear combination of the Killing spinors that we will use is ε′ = ε1 + iε9,
where ε1 is what results from keeping only α1 = 1 in (3.44) while setting all the
other parameters to zero (so this is a group A1 element), and ε9 corresponds to
β1 = 1 (group A2). Explicitly this has the following form:
ε′ =
 {cosλx
+, 0, 0, i sinλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{i cosλx+, 0, 0,− sinλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
 , (3.45)
where the first line is  and the second line is ˆ. This Killing spinor manifestly
satisfies the constraint (2.34), since in this case ˆ = i, and thus
γµ+ ˆγµˆ = γµ− γµ ≡ 0. (3.46)
The defining equation for C (2.38) takes the form
∂+C = 2
√
2i cos 2λx+ ⇒ C = i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+. (3.47)
The dilaton now depends on x+:
φ′ =
1
2
log
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)
. (3.48)
The RR 5-form components that were nonzero in the original background
(3.41b) gain the following x+ dependence:
F+1234 = F+5678 = 3λ
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−1/2
. (3.49)
The transformed background also has nonzero RR 1-form
F+ = − cos 2λx+
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−3/2
(3.50)
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and the following new components of the 5-form:
F+1256 = F+1368 = F+1458 = F+2367 = F+2457 = F+3478 (3.51a)
= −λ
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−1/2
;
F+1236 = F+1245 = F+3678 = F+4578 =
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−3/2
; (3.51b)
F+1348 = F+1568 = F+2347 = F+2567 = −
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−3/2
; (3.51c)
F+1278 = F+1467 = F+2358 = F+3456 = cos 2λx
+
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−3/2
; (3.51d)
F+1357 = F+2468 = − cos 2λx+
(
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+
)−3/2
. (3.51e)
The only nonvanishing component of the energy-momentum tensors of these
RR fields is the (++) component, and this is readily calculated to give
T
(1)
++ =
iλ3√
2
cos2 2λx+
sin3 2λx+
, (3.52a)
T
(5)
++ = 15
√
2iλ3
cos2 2λx+
sin3 2λx+
− 8
√
2iλ3
1
sin3 2λx+
. (3.52b)
The combination that enters the (++) Einstein equation (A.21) is
e2φ
2
(
T
(1)
++ +
1
2
T
(5)
++
)
= −8λ2 cos
2 2λx+
sin2 2λx+
+ 4λ2
1
sin2 2λx+
. (3.53)
Recalling that R++ = 8λ
2 and calculating the second derivative of the dilaton to
be
∇+∇+φ = ∂+∂+φ = −2λ2 1
sin2 2λx+
, (3.54)
we see that the Einstein equation (A.21) is satisfied by the transformed back-
ground:
8λ2 − 4λ2 1
sin2 2λx+
+ 8λ2
cos2 2λx+
sin2 2λx+
− 4λ2 1
sin2 2λx+
≡ 0. (3.55)
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All the other field equations are satisfied trivially.
3.3.2 Purely imaginary fermionic T-dual background
All the examples of fermionic T-duals considered up to now were complex.
Here we give an example of a solution that one can potentially make sense of
within non-complexified supergravity. This is produced by carrying out two inde-
pendent fermionic T-dualities on the pp-wave. The result of the transformation
has purely imaginary RR forms, so that timelike bosonic T-duality [77] can make
it real.
We begin by picking a second Killing spinor alongside with the one that has
been used in the previous subsection:
ε′1 =
 {cosλx
+, 0, 0, i sinλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{i cosλx+, 0, 0,− sinλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
 , (3.56a)
ε′2 =
 {i sinλx
+, 0, 0, cosλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{− sinλx+, 0, 0, i cosλx+, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
 . (3.56b)
The additional Killing spinor is a sum ε′2 = ε4 + iε12, where ε4 is a group A1
Killing spinor defined by α4 = 1 in (3.44) while setting all the other parameters
to zero, and ε12 corresponds to β4 = 1 (group A2). The pair (ε
′
1, ε
′
2) can be
checked to satisfy (2.42).
The auxilliary function C is a two by two matrix, defined by (2.41a):
Cij =
(
a b
b a
)
, (3.57)
where
a =
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+, (3.58)
b =
√
2
λ
cos 2λx+. (3.59)
The matrices logC and C−1, which are needed in order to implement the
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formulae (2.41), have the same structure, but with different values for a and b.
Namely, we have for the inverse of C
a′ = − iλ√
2
sin 2λx+, (3.60)
b′ =
λ√
2
cos 2λx+, (3.61)
and for logC:
a′′ =
ipi
2
+ log
√
2
λ
, (3.62)
b′′ = −ipi
2
+ i 2λx+. (3.63)
Using logC we can calculate the transformed dilaton:
φ′ =
1
2
Tr logC = a′′ =
ipi
2
+ log
√
2
λ
, eφ
′
= i
√
2
λ
. (3.64)
Thus the string coupling is purely imaginary in this background. From this
we can already predict, that the transformed background will necessarily have
purely imaginary RR flux, so that the sign of the combination e2φF 2 is invariant.
In order to derive this explicitly we calculate the contribution of the Killing
spinors to the RR field strength bispinor, which is represented by the last term
in (2.41c):
(i ⊗ ˆj) (C−1)ij =− iλ√
2
sin 2λx+ [1 ⊗ ˆ1 + 2 ⊗ ˆ2]
+
λ√
2
cos 2λx+ [1 ⊗ ˆ2 + 2 ⊗ ˆ1] ,
(3.65)
where i and ˆi are components of the pairs ε
′
i = (i, ˆi). Substituting the values
of the Killing spinors as given in (3.56), we arrive at the following background,
which is indeed purely imaginary:
F+1234 = F+5678 = −iλ2
√
2 (3.66a)
F+1256 = F+1368 = F+1458 = F+2367 = F+2457 = F+3478 = iλ
2
√
2. (3.66b)
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All other components of RR forms vanish. This background clearly satisfies
Einstein equations, because
R++ + 2∇+∇+φ′ − e
2φ′
4
T
(5)
++ = 8λ
2 − 1
4
(
− 2
λ2
)
(−16λ4) ≡ 0. (3.67)
3.3.3 Self-duality of pp-wave
We shall now show that the pp-wave background is self-dual under the fermionic
T-duality with respect to eight supersymmetries that we denote by {ε′1, . . . , ε′8}.
Corresponding Killing spinors are all of the same form as those used to demon-
strate how a single or double T-duality is done in the two previous subsections.
Namely, recapitulating the discussion after (3.44), we pick sixteen real Killing
spinors {ε1, . . . , ε8} ∈ A1, {ε9, . . . , ε16} ∈ A2. Then the eight complex Killing
spinors, satisfying (2.42), are given by
ε′i = εi + iεi+8, i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. (3.68)
In particular, ε′1 is exactly the same as ε
′ that was used in section 3.3.1 and was
given by (3.45).
With this choice of supersymmetries we get the following matrix C:
C =

a 0 0 b
0 a −b 0
0 −b a 0
b 0 0 a
0
0
a 0 0 −b
0 a b 0
0 b a 0
−b 0 0 a

, (3.69)
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where a and b are the same as in the previous subsection:
a =
i
√
2
λ
sin 2λx+, (3.70)
b =
√
2
λ
cos 2λx+. (3.71)
The matrices logC and C−1 again have the same structure, but with different
values for a and b, which coincide with those given in the previous subsection,
see eqs. (3.60) to (3.63).
The transformed dilaton is then evaluated to be
φ′ = 4a′′ = 2pii+ 4 log
√
2
λ
, eφ
′
=
4
λ4
. (3.72)
We observe that the phases of ipi
2
in (3.62) add up precisely in the way required
to make gs = e
φ real. The RR bispinor is modified by
(i ⊗ ˆj) (C−1)ij =− iλ√
2
sin 2λx+ [1 ⊗ ˆ1 + . . .+ 8 ⊗ ˆ8]
+
λ√
2
cos 2λx+
 1 ⊗ ˆ4 + 4 ⊗ ˆ1 − 2 ⊗ ˆ3 − 3 ⊗ ˆ2
−5 ⊗ ˆ8 − 8 ⊗ ˆ5 + 6 ⊗ ˆ7 + 7 ⊗ ˆ6
 ,
(3.73)
where (i, ˆi) = ε
′
i.
An important feature of this matrix, which becomes obvious only after explicit
substitution of the Killing spinors, is that it is proportional to the first term
on the right-hand side of (2.41c). This leads to the RR field bispinor after
the transformation being proportional to itself before the transformation. More
precisely, we have for the transformed RR background
F+1234 = −λ5 = F+5678, (3.74)
with all other components vanishing. This is just the original flux that was
supporting the pp-wave geometry before we have done fermionic T-duality, mul-
tiplied by a constant −λ4
4
. Since this constant is equal to −e−φ′ (3.72), the
Einstein equations hold for the new background because they involve a product
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e2φ
′
T
(5)
µν :
R++ + 2∇+∇+φ′ − e
2φ′
4
T
(5)
++ = 8λ
2 − 1
4
(
4
λ4
)2
(λ10 + λ10) ≡ 0. (3.75)
This transformation clearly leaves the string spectrum invariant since it is
just a field redefinition of the Ramond-Ramond field strength.
Interestingly, if one splits the eight supersymmetries that were used in this
section into two groups {ε′1, . . . , ε′4} and {ε′5, . . . , ε′8} and performs fermionic T-
dualities of the original pp-wave background with respect to each of these groups
independently, then the resulting background has the dilaton eφ
′
= 2
λ2
in both
cases, and the RR forms in the two cases are given by
F+1458 = F+2367 = ±2λ3. (3.76)
Thus each group of four fermionic T-dualities also results in a pp-wave back-
ground that has undergone a certain rotation in transverse directions as com-
pared to the original pp-wave.
3.4 Summary
Our aim in this chapter has been to establish some basic familiarity with
the fermionic T-duality in supergravity, and to observe the basic features of the
transformed backgrounds. Several supersymmetric solutions of type IIB super-
gravity have been generated, at times displaying peculiar properties. Firstly, one
should note that fermionic T-duality does not commute with bosonic T-duality.
This has been made evident in the D1-brane case where new Ramond-Ramond
fields are produced (such as (3.23)) that break the SO(1, 1) × SO(8) symmetry
of the original D1-brane solution.
We have also checked whether fermionic T-duality maps back to the original
background if one applies the same transformation twice (this has not been
mentioned in the text), and we see that it is not always so. In the examples
carried out above the RR fluxes are mapped back to themselves multiplied by a
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root of unity. This is undoubtedly a consquence of the fermionic nature of the
duality.
One of the main goals of this section was to generate real solutions by means
of fermionic T-duality. This has been successful in that we have shown that the
pp-wave can be transformed to produce real solutions but in that case the trans-
formed solution is again the pp-wave up to some field redefinitions or rotations.
Now we will shift our approach towards more practical issues and consider
a certain application of fermionic T-duality to research in the symmetries of
scattering amplitudes in gauge theories.
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CHAPTER 4
FERMIONIC T-DUALITY IN
AdS4 × CP 3 BACKGROUND
4.1 Introduction
In order to further deepen our understanding of the way fermionic T-duality
works, we now apply the transformation to an AdS4 × CP 3 background of type
IIA string theory. This problem has a rich motivation that comes from the field
theory side of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Initially an impressive progress has
been made in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory (which is dual to AdS5×S5 string
theory). It was established that a correspondence or duality between planar scat-
tering amplitudes and Wilson loops exists [55]. Essentially the correspondence
relates a certain part of the scattering amplitude to a Wilson loop in momentum
space, which is built out of the momenta of the particles participating in the
scattering process. The Wilson loop is lightlike since the correspondence is for-
mulated for scattering of massless gluons. For details of the correspondence see
reviews [85, 86]. A closely related development was that the dual superconformal
symmetry [87, 88] has been proven to exist in N = 4 SYM, which from the point
of view of the amplitude/Wilson loop correspondence is just ordinary supercon-
formal symmetry acting on Wilson loops. Dual superconformal symmetry can
be unified with the conventional one under the framework of Yangian symmetry
[89], which provides a new perspective on the integrability that N = 4 SYM is
known to possess.
In the SYM case the amplitude/Wilson loop correspondence has been ex-
plained by a combination of 4+8 T-dualities on the string theory side of the
AdS/CFT correspondence. In particular, four ordinary T-dualities along the
flat directions of AdS5 [55] and eight fermionic T-dualities [56] were required to
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Figure 4.1: Amplitude/Wilson loop correspondence in SYM (upper arrow) and
its T-duality counterpart in string theory on AdS5 × S5.
achieve precise self-duality of the AdS5 × S5 background. The AdS metric stays
the same after the four bosonic T-dualities if one redefines the radial coordinate
as r′ = R
2
r
, where R is the AdS radius. The eight extra fermionic T-dualities are
needed in order to make the entire background invariant, namely, they bring the
RR fluxes and the dilaton back to their initial state (which has been disturbed by
the bosonic T-dualities). While the background is invariant, a string theory con-
figuration that corresponds to a scattering amplitude in SYM is mapped into a
configuration related to a Wilson loop (more precisely a configuration consisting
of a set of D(-1)-branes with strings stretched between them), hence the duality
between the two on the field theory side. The whole setup is illustrated by the
figure 4.1.
This range of ideas is currently being applied to the other known instance
of AdS/CFT correspondence, namely, the correspondence between the type IIA
string theory on AdS4 × CP 3 background and the 3-dimensional Chern-Simons-
matter theory (ABJM) [90]. In particular, Yangian invariance [26, 91] and dual
superconformal symmetry [92, 93] of scattering amplitudes in ABJM theory have
been observed. There are hopes that these structures in ABJM theory will find a
string theory explanation in terms of a set of bosonic and fermionic T-dualities,
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in analogy with the AdS5 × S5 case.
However, it has been shown that this approach to dual superconformal sym-
metry cannot be straightforwardly reproduced in the AdS4×CP 3 case [94, 95, 96].
It is clearly impossible to achieve self-duality in the 3+6 setup (which would be
a straightforward mimicking of the AdS5 × S5 case) because three ordinary T-
dualities would take us from IIA to IIB theory. There has been a proposal
[26] based on the superalgebra arguments that the correct set of T-dualities
to perform in this case would be a ‘3+3+6’ set: three flat AdS4 T-dualities,
three CP 3 T-dualities, and six fermionic T-dualities. Furthermore, the authors
of [92] have established the existence of dual superconformal symmetry of the
tree-level ABJM scattering amplitudes in case when the dual superspace in-
cludes three coordinates corresponding to complexified isometries of CP 3. Nev-
ertheless, Adam, Dekel, and Oz have shown [97] that this combination of T-
dualities is singular. The calculation in [97] has been done in the supercoset
OSp(6|4)/(SO(2, 1) × U(3)) realization of the sigma-model, and this was con-
jectured to be a possible cause of the problem. Since the coset is obtained by
means of a partial gauge fixing the sigma-model κ-symmetry and some string
configurations are prohibited by this gauge-fixing, the supercoset might be a
good description not of the full field theory but some truncation thereof, and
dual superconformal symmetry might be lost. The issues that arise when fixing
the κ-symmetry in this model have been reviewed and discussed in [98]. Recently
an algebraic condition has been formulated, which can be used as a criterion to
decide if a particular supercoset sigma-model can be self-dual or not [99].
In this chapter we present the complementary point of view on how does
this singularity arise, working with the supergravity component fields as in the
previous chapter. This helps to evade the problems with κ-symmetry, but the fact
that we also find a singularity means that there is still some missing ingredient
in the recipe of how to make the dual superconformal symmetry manifest on the
string theory side.
For the sake of simplicity, and also following the conjecture made in [26] that
the dilaton shifts coming from the bosonic and the fermionic T-dualities seem
to cancel, we confine our attention to the transformation of the dilaton. This
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turns out to be sufficient to expose the singularity involved. The dilaton gets two
additive contributions — a negative one from the bosonic T-dualitites (1.25):
δBφ = −1
2
log | det g| (4.1)
and a positive one from the fermionic dualities (2.41b):
δFφ =
1
2
log | detC|. (4.2)
Here det g is determinant of the block in the metric tensor that incorporates the
directions that have been dualized (adapted coordinates have been chosen).
In what follows we shall consider the transformation of the string coupling
eφ, which according to the above formulae changes as
e2φ
′
= e2φ
detC
det g
. (4.3)
The main result will be that this transformation is not only singular, but it is
also indeterminate, in the sense that both determinants in the above formula
vanish. This is to be contrasted with the AdS5 × S5 case [56], where the two
detereminants are nonzero and cancel precisely, thus allowing for the self-duality.
In what follows we will give a very brief review of the ABJM theory and its
gravity dual, then describe the supergravity background in more detail, proceed
to its Killing vectors and spinors and the symmetry superalgebra that they gener-
ate, and finally show what is the problem with bosonic and fermionic T-dualities
in this setup.
4.2 The background
Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) have constructed a d = 3
N = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons-matter theory that is conjectured to pro-
vide an effective description of N M2-branes located on a C4/Zk singularity [90].
This was motivated by the earlier work by Bagger and Lambert [100, 101, 102]
and Gustavsson [103, 104] and has lead to a great surge of activity. For reviews
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see [105, 106].
ABJM theory has gauge group U(N)×U(N) with the factors having opposite
Chern-Simons levels k and −k. In the ’t Hooft limit
N →∞, λ = N
k
 1 fixed (4.4)
the weakly coupled gravity dual description is valid, either in terms of the AdS4×
S7/Zk solution of d = 11 supergravity (when k5  N), or in terms of the
AdS4 × CP 3 solution of IIA supergravity (when k  N  k5). We will be
dealing with the d = 10 description. The characteristic spacetime radius is
related to the ’t Hooft coupling by R2 = 4piα′
√
2λ, and the background is given
by
ds2 =
R3
k
(
1
4
ds2AdS4 + ds
2
CP 3
)
, (4.5a)
e2φ =
R3
k3
, (4.5b)
F4 =
3R3
8
4, (4.5c)
F2 = kJ. (4.5d)
ds2AdS4 is a unit radius AdS4 metric, e.g. in the Poincare´ patch:
ds2AdS4 = r
2
[−(dx0)2 + (dx1)2 + (dx2)2]+ dr2
r2
, (4.6)
and the corresponding 4-form flux F4 is proportional to the totally antisymmetric
symbol 4 in 4 dimensions.
As regards the CP 3 part of the background (which is supported by the 2-
form F2, proportional to the Ka¨hler form J), let us introduce several coordinate
systems that will be useful in what follows. Complex projective space CP 3 is
by definition a linear space of complex lines through the origin of C4. Since in
the ’t Hooft limit we have k → ∞, the factor S7/Zk of the d=11 background
turns into the Hopf fibration S7/S1. This is how the projective space arises as a
submanifold of the d=10 gravitational background. We may illustrate this with
a diagram, where the arrows represent factorisation first with respect to dilations
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by a positive R and then with respect to S1. Together these correspond to taking
the factor of C4 with respect to the complex dilation by a number c = Reiθ:
R8 ∼= C4 dilations−−−−−→ S7 Hopf−−−→ CP 3 ∼= S7/S1. (4.7)
The resulting CP 3 is a manifold of complex dimension three, possessing a
Ka¨hler metric. This can be represented either in complex or in real coordinates,
and in what follows we will make use of both types of representation. We intro-
duce the following coordinate systems on the CP 3 factor of the d=10 geometry.
• Fubini-Study coordinates (z, z¯), where z¯α are complex conjugates of zα,
α = 1, 2, 3. Line element has the well-known form
ds2CP 3 =
dzαdz¯α
1 + |z|2 −
zαz¯βdz
βdz¯α
(1 + |z|2)2 , (4.8)
where |z|2 = zαz¯α. The metric is evidently real, which makes it possible to
introduce six real coordinates instead.
• Starting from the real components of the Fubini-Study coordinates zα =
ραeiϕ
α
, we can introduce six real coordinates (µ, α, θ, ψ, χ, φ) as follows
[107]:
ρ1 = tanµ sinα sin
θ
2
, ϕ1 =
1
2
(ψ − φ+ χ),
ρ2 = tanµ cosα, ϕ2 =
1
2
χ,
ρ3 = tanµ sinα cos
θ
2
, ϕ3 =
1
2
(ψ + φ+ χ).
(4.9)
It is convenient to work with the Killing spinors in these coordinates be-
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cause of the simple representation of the vielbein forms:
e1 = dµ,
e2 = sinµ dα,
e3 =
1
2
sinµ sinα (cosψ dθ + sin θ sinψ dφ) ,
e4 =
1
2
sinµ sinα (sinψ dθ − sin θ cosψ dφ) ,
e5 =
1
2
sinµ sinα cosα ( dψ + cos θ dφ) ,
e6 =
1
2
sinµ cosµ
(
dχ+ sin2 α dψ + sin2 α cos θ dφ
)
.
(4.10)
Line element is simply ds2CP 3 = δabe
aeb. We shall use Latin letters for the
tangent-space components.
• Finally, we introduce the complexified CP 3 background by means of the
following coordinate transformation:
wα = zα,
w¯α =
z¯α
1 + |z|2 .
(4.11)
These are six independent complex coordinates (w¯α 6= (wα)∗). The line
element takes the simple form:
ds2CP 3 = dw
αdw¯α + w¯αw¯βdw
αdwβ. (4.12)
Finally, the Ka¨hler form J in (4.5d) has the simplest representation in the
latter coordinates:
J = −2i dwα ∧ dw¯a. (4.13)
Transforming it to the real coordinates, we get
J =− dµ ∧ (dψ + dφ cos θ) sin 2µ sin2 α− dµ ∧ dχ sin 2µ
− dα ∧ (dψ + dφ cos θ) sin2 µ sin 2α + dθ ∧ dφ sin2 µ sin2 α sin θ.
(4.14)
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This looks much simpler when written in tangent-space components:
Jab = e
µ
ae
ν
bJµν =

−2
−2
−2
2
2
2

. (4.15)
4.3 Killing vectors
The six isometries that should be T-dualized are the shifts of three flat AdS4
directions and three internal (CP 3) isometries. The contribution of the AdS4
T-dualities can be trivially read off from (4.6), and it is nonsingular:
δφ = −3 log r. (4.16)
Therefore from now on we shall only be concerned with internal isometries.
The isometry algebra of CP 3 is su(4), which is 15-dimensional. None of these
isometries commute with any of the supersymmetries, which is the reason for
complexifying the Killing vectors. We use the complexified Killing vectors of
CP 3 as given in [108]:
Kα = T0
α + Tβ
αzβ − T00zα − Tβ0zβzα,
Kα = −Tα0 − Tαβ z¯β + T00z¯α + T0β z¯β z¯α,
(4.17)
for a vector field
K = Kα
∂
∂zα
+Kα
∂
∂z¯α
. (4.18)
There are precisely 15 independent parameters TA
B, A,B = 0, . . . , 3 because
they are subject to the constraint TA
A = 0.
We shall consider the three complex Killing vectors that result from keeping
T0
α in (4.17):
K(α) =
∂
∂zα
+ z¯αz¯β
∂
∂z¯β
, α = 1, 2, 3. (4.19)
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These three vectors commute with each other and by transforming them to the
real coordinates (4.9) one can check that they are of the form a + ib, where a
and b are ordinary real Killing vectors of CP 3:
K(1) =
1
2
e−
i
2
(ψ−φ+χ)
(
sinα sin
θ
2
∂
∂µ
+ cotµ cosα sin
θ
2
∂
∂α
+
cotµ cos θ
2
sinα
∂
∂θ
−i cotµ
sinα sin θ
2
∂
∂ψ
+ i
cotµ
sinα sin θ
2
∂
∂φ
+ 2i tanµ sinα sin
θ
2
∂
∂χ
)
,
(4.20a)
K(2) =
1
2
e−
i
2
χ
[
cosα
∂
∂µ
− cotµ sinα ∂
∂α
+ 2i
cotµ
cosα
∂
∂ψ
−2i
(
cotµ
cosα
− cosα
cotµ
)
∂
∂χ
]
,
(4.20b)
K(3) =
1
2
e−
i
2
(ψ+φ+χ)
(
sinα cos
θ
2
∂
∂µ
+ cotµ cosα cos
θ
2
∂
∂α
− 2 cotµ sin
θ
2
sinα
∂
∂θ
−i cotµ
sinα cos θ
2
∂
∂ψ
− i cotµ
sinα cos θ
2
∂
∂φ
+ 2i tanµ sinα cos
θ
2
∂
∂χ
)
.
(4.20c)
Note that alternatively one could also use the three vector fields corresponding
to Tα
0, which are complex conjugates of the vectors (4.19), or those resulting
from keeping Tα
α (no sum). These two subgroups of complexified symmetry
superalgebra are also commuting.
Now we can reveal the reason for the introduction of the (w, w¯) coordinates
in (4.11). Transforming the vectors (4.19) to these coordinates one discovers that
they are acting as shifts:
K(α) =
∂
∂wα
, (4.21)
which enables us to calculate det g in (4.3). For this purpose, we read off the
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metric tensor from the expression for the interval in (w, w¯) coordinates (4.12):
gµν =

w¯1w¯1 w¯1w¯2 w¯1w¯3
w¯2w¯1 w¯2w¯2 w¯2w¯3
w¯3w¯1 w¯3w¯2 w¯3w¯3
1/2
1/2 0

. (4.22)
The upper-left block here corresponds to the dw dw term in the interval. Rescal-
ing of the string coupling under the three T-dualities with respect to K(1,2,3) is
given by the determinant of this block, which is identically zero. Now we can
rewrite (4.3) as
e2φ
′
= e2φ
detC
0
. (4.23)
This is clearly a singularity, and now we proceed to showing that the numerator
in this formula vanishes as well.
4.4 Killing spinors
In order to get an expression for the matrix C (2.21) we need to know the
Killing spinors , ˆ. These can be found as solutions to the equations(
/F 2 −
1
3
/F 4Γ
11
)
E = 0, (4.24a)
∇ME = e
φ
8
(
/F 2ΓMΓ
11 − /F 4ΓM
)
E, (4.24b)
which are conditions that supersymmetry variations of the type IIA fermions
vanish. Supersymmetry parameter E is a Majorana spinor, while  and ˆ are its
Majorana-Weyl components, which can be obtained by applying the projections
1
2
(1 ± Γ11). We use the notation /F n = 1n!FM1...MnΓM1...Mn . Note that the free
index M in (4.24b) is a curved index.
Original derivation of the Killing spinors of CP 3 can be found in [109], [107],
and [110]. Here we shall briefly overview the derivation for the sake of consistency
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with our notation and conventions. We decompose the spinor parameter E =
κ ⊗ η into the product of the SO(1, 3) and SO(6) spinors κ and η. With the
corresponding decomposition of the gamma-matrices (for details see appendix
B.2), the first Killing spinor equation (4.24a) becomes(
1⊗ 1
2
Fijβ
ij
)
(κ⊗ η) = (1⊗ 2β7) (κ⊗ η) . (4.25)
We see that κ is unconstrained, while the equation for η can be rewritten as
follows:
Qβ7η = −2 β7η, (4.26)
where Q = 1
2
Fijβ
ijβ7. Evaluating this matrix operator using the tangent-space
components of the 2-form (4.15) shows that indeed there is a −2 eigenvalue,
whose degeneracy is 6. The corresponding 6-parameter eigenspinor has the form
η =
(
−f1 f2 f3 −f1 f4 −f5 −f6 f4
)T
. (4.27)
The exact functional dependence of the parameters fi on spacetime coordinates
is fixed by the second Killing spinor equation (4.24b).
Performing the same decomposition as above and using (4.26) we arrive at
the following equations for κ and η:(
∂µ +
1
4
ωµ,ρλ α
ρλ
)
κ = αµ α
5κ, (4.28)
(
∂i +
1
4
ωi,kl β
kl
)
η =
i
2
βi η − i
4
Fi j β
jβ7 η, (4.29)
where we underline the world indices and our convention for the spin connection
is
ωA,BC =
1
2
eDB e
E
C (ΩADE − ΩDEA + ΩEAD) , (4.30)
ΩABC = ∂[A e
D
B] e
E
C ηDE. (4.31)
The AdS4 Killing spinor equation is easy to solve and the solution κ is 4-
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parametric:
κ =

κ1r
−1/2
κ2r
−1/2
r1/2 [−κ2(x0 − x1) + κ1x2 + κ3]
r1/2 [κ1(x
0 + x1)− κ2x2 + κ4]
 . (4.32)
Solving the equations for η is more tedious, but it can be done analytically. The
solution is very bulky and is therefore given in the appendix C. The overall result
is that the AdS4 part of the Killing spinor κ is 4-parametric, while the CP 3 part
is 6-parametric. Thus there are 24 independent Killing spinors in the AdS4×CP 3
background.
4.5 Symmetry superalgebra
To every supergravity solution is associated the superalgebra of its symme-
tries, where the even part is formed by the isometries represented by the Killing
vectors, while the odd part is the algebra of unbroken supersymmetries given
by the Killing spinors. This has the natural interpretation in the superspace
picture where an unbroken supersymmetry is a shift invariance in a fermionic
direction, i.e. essentially an isomtery as in the bosonic case. The superalgebra
multiplication is a commutator (anticommutator) for the elements from within
the even (odd) subalgebra. If one considers ‘commutation’ of a Killing vector and
a Killing spinor, then one is lead to the notion of a spinorial Lie derivative [111],
as we will see below.
We now need to establish which Killing spinors to use for the T-duality
transformation. As long as we have chosen the three isometries generated by
(4.19), the choice of the fermionic symmetries is dictated by the requirement
that together they form a commuting subalgebra of the symmetry superalge-
bra. Bosonic generators (4.19) of this subalgebra are commuting; our next step
will be to choose the fermionic generators (Killing spinors) that commute with
these three vectors and finally we shall check the anticommutation of the selected
supersymmetries among themselves.
First of all recall that apart from (4.19) our T-duality setup includes three
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bosonic dualities along the flat directions of AdS4. Looking at the AdS4 part of
the Killing spinor (4.32) we see that we must set κ1,2 = 0 for the product κ⊗ η
to be invariant under the shifts of x0,1,2. So what happens to the CP 3 part of
the Killing spinor?
From the explicit expressions of the CP 3 spinors (appendix C) it is not easy
to tell what are their transformation properties under the shifts generated by
the vectors (4.19). Therefore we calculate the Lie derivatives of our CP 3 Killing
spinor fields with respect to the Killing vectors [111]. Lie derivative of a spinor
η with respect to a vector K is given by
LKη = Ki∇iη + 1
2
∇[iK j] 1
2
βijη, (4.33)
where of course the covariant derivatives of a vector and of a spinor are taken
with respect to the Christoffel and spin connections, correspondingly:
∇iKj = ∂iKj − ΓkijKk, (4.34a)
∇iη = ∂iη − 1
4
ωi,jkβ
jkη. (4.34b)
Using the expressions for K(1,2,3) (4.20) and for η1,...,6 ((4.27) and appendix C,
where the spinor ηi results from keeping only the parameter hi = 1 and setting
all the rest to zero), one finds the following algebra:
LK(1)η1 = −
1
2
(η3 − iη4 + iη5 − η6),
LK(1)η2 = −
i
2
(η3 − iη4 + iη5 − η6),
LK(1)η3 =
1
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(1)η4 = −
i
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(1)η5 =
i
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(1)η6 = −
1
4
(η1 + iη2),
(4.35a)
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LK(2)η1 = 0,
LK(2)η2 = 0,
LK(2)η3 = −
i
2
(η4 − iη6),
LK(2)η4 =
i
2
(η3 + iη5),
LK(2)η5 =
1
2
(η4 − iη6),
LK(2)η6 =
1
2
(η3 + iη5),
(4.35b)
LK(3)η1 = −
i
2
(η3 + iη4 + iη5 + η6),
LK(3)η2 =
1
2
(η3 + iη4 + iη5 + η6),
LK(3)η3 =
i
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(3)η4 = −
1
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(3)η5 = −
1
4
(η1 + iη2),
LK(3)η6 =
i
4
(η1 + iη2).
(4.35c)
It is easy to see that there are three linear combinations of the Killing spinors
that are invariant under the action of all three vectors:
η1 + iη2, η3 + iη5, η4 − iη6. (4.36)
Tensor multiplying these with the two AdS4 spinors (κ3, κ4 6= 0 in (4.32)) we get
the six Killing spinors, which is precisely the number needed for the T-duality.
Thus the symmetry superalgebra constraints unambiguously fix the fermionic
directions to be T-dualized.
It remains to make sure that the corresponding supersymmetries anticom-
mute. The constraint on the spinor E = κ ⊗ η is given in the appendix (2.27)
and can be checked straightforwardly. For multiple supersymmetries one has to
generalize this to the matrix constraint
E¯i Γ
µEj = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , 6. (4.37)
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4.6 Fermionic T-duality
Finally we are in a position to calculate the matrix Cij, i, j = 1, . . . , 6:
∂µCij = iE¯i ΓµΓ
11Ej, (4.38)
which is a generalisation of (2.21) for the case of multiple T-dualities. These
equations turn out to be consistent, and the solution is (up to integration con-
stants)
CAdS4×CP 3 =

0
0 a b
−a 0 c
−b −c 0
0 −a −b
a 0 −c
b c 0
0

, (4.39)
where
a = −2 r e− i2 (ψ+χ) sin 2µ sinα
[
cos
1
2
(θ + φ) + i sin
1
2
(θ − φ)
]
, (4.40a)
b = 2 r e−
i
2
(ψ+χ) sin 2µ sinα
[
i cos
1
2
(θ − φ) + sin 1
2
(θ + φ)
]
, (4.40b)
c = −2 r e− i2χ sin 2µ cosα. (4.40c)
The important point to notice here is that the determinant of the matrix
(4.39) is identically zero, irrespective of the values (4.40). This is the second
singularity, which manifests itself in the numerator of the formula (4.3).
The vanishing of detC in the present case is to be contrasted with the AdS5×
S5 case [56], where the C-matrix has the same algebraic structure (symmetric
matrix with off-diagonal antisymmetric blocks). However since in this setup one
does 4 bosonic (AdS) dualities and 8 fermionic ones, CAdS5×S5 is now an 8 × 8
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matrix:
CAdS5×S5 =

0
0 a b c
−a 0 d e
−b −d 0 f
−c −e −f 0
0 −a −b −c
a 0 −d −e
b d 0 −f
c e f 0
0

, (4.41)
where the entries are given by
a = 2Rr sin y1
(
cos y2 − i sin y2 cos y3) , (4.42a)
b = 2Rr
(
i cos y1 + sin y1 . . . sin y5
)
, (4.42b)
c = −2Rr sin y1 sin y2 sin y3 (cos y4 − i sin y4 cos y5) , (4.42c)
d = 2Rr sin y1 sin y2 sin y3
(
cos y4 + i sin y4 cos y5
)
, (4.42d)
e = 2Rr
(−i cos y1 + sin y1 . . . sin y5) , (4.42e)
f = −2Rr sin y1 (cos y2 + i sin y2 cos y3) . (4.42f)
Here r, as before, is the AdS radial coordinate, R is the AdS radius and the
variables {y1, . . . , y5} are the standard coordinates on S5:
ds2 = (dy1)2 + sin2 y1
{
(dy2)2 + sin2 y2
[
(dy3)2 + . . .
]}
. (4.43)
In the AdS5 × S5 case, not only is detCAdS5×S5 nonvanishing, but for these
particular values of the entries it can be simplified to
detCAdS5×S5 = (2Rr)
8. (4.44)
This is precisely cancelled by the 4 AdS dualities.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter we have observed an indeterminate transformation of the
dilaton in the CP 3 background under a set of bosonic and fermionic T-duality
transformations:
e2φ
′
= e2φ
0
0
. (4.45)
This is to be contrasted with the AdS5 × S5 example, where an analogous set of
dualities leave the background invariant.
In the case at hand the degeneracy of the matrix (4.39) as opposed to (4.41)
is due to their block structure with antisymmetric blocks (an odd-dimensional
antisymmetric matrix has zero determinant). In a different setup the structure
of the C-matrix may be different, as we have seen in the previous chapter 3. We
postpone the discussion of the possible reasons and ways around this problem to
the conclusion (chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 5
GENERALIZED GEOMETRY FROM
D1-BRANE WORLDVOLUME
THEORY
5.1 Introduction
Soon after the discovery of d = 11 supergravity [112] it was observed that
upon compactification on tori of various dimensions the theory exhibits lots of
global continuous symmetries [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118]. The symmetries of
each compactification (at least up to the dimension 8) can be described by a cer-
tain Lie group, whose dimensionality grows as one increases the dimensionality of
compactification. The origin and in fact the very existence of these symmetries
was obscure from the compactified supergravity action point of view, hence they
were commonly referred to as “hidden” symmetries. Nowadays they usually go
by the name of M-theory dualities or U-duality. The string or M-theoretic inter-
pretation of the lower-dimensional U-duality groups is that duality is properly
formulated in terms of the worldvolume of the corresponding extended objects,
and it manifests itself in the low-energy effective theory (supergravity) as the
U-duality symmetries [3]. U-duality groups that arise when d dimensions of
11-dimensional supergravity are compactified are given in Table 5.1 (D is the di-
mension of the representation in which the spin one spacetime fields transform).
The U-duality groups contain both T and S-duality symmetries: for the com-
pactifications of type II supergravity on a d-torus the U-duality group always
contains SL(2,R) and O(d, d;R) as its subgroups. These are broken by quantum
effects to the discrete SL(2,Z) and O(d, d;Z) where from the string-theoretic
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d group D
2 GL(2,R) 3
3 SL(3,R)× SL(2,R) 6
4 SL(5,R) 10
5 SO(5, 5) 16
6 E6(+6) 27
7 E7(+7) 56
8 E8(+8) -
Table 5.1: U-duality groups for compactification of 11-dimensional supergravity
on Td and their representations.
viewpoint SL(2,Z) is the S-duality group, while O(d, d;Z) is the standard T-
duality group.
The generalized geometry framework allows a possibility of making the U-
duality symmetries manifest on the Lagrangian level. This can be achieved if
one combines the supergravity background fields into objects that transform
covariantly under the U-dualities. This has been achieved initially on the T-
duality level by employing Hitchin’s generalized geometry [119, 120, 121], where
one augments a d-dimensional tangent space at each point with a cotangent
space. The coordinates of the latter describe string winding modes, and the
resulting theory is essentially formulated for a fibrewise sum
TM ⊕ T ∗M.
The corresponding generalized metric is a 2d× 2d matrix:
M =
(
gµν − bµαgαβbβν bµαgαν
−gµαbαν gµν
)
. (5.1)
It unifies the metric and the b-field precisely in the way required to make the
theory covariant under the T-duality group O(d, d;Z) [122, 123, 124, 125, 126,
127, 128, 43].
To give a U-duality symmetric formulation one would need to work with M-
theory fundamental objects [129] and their winding modes, rather than funda-
mental strings. The corresponding generalized geometries have been considered
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in [130, 131]. A U-duality covariant action of d = 11 supergravity has been
constructed recently in [25]. The single U-duality covariant object unifying the
metric and the 3-form potential of d = 11 supergravity was in that case the
metric on the generalized tangent bundle
TM ⊕ Λ2T ∗M,
where fibrewise summation is assumed:
M =
(
gµν + Cµαβg
αβ,γδCγδν Cµαβg
αβ,στ
gστ,αβCαβµ g
µν,στ
)
, (5.2)
where gαβ,γδ = 1
2
(gαγgβδ − gαδgβγ). In d = 4 the generalized tangent space is
10-dimensional:
dimTxM + dim Λ
2T ∗M = 4 + 6 = 10,
which is in line with the dimension of SL(5,R) representation given in Table 5.1.
The fibre at each point of the target spacetime is a direct sum of a tangent space
and of the space of 2-forms. The latter correspond to the winding modes of the
M2-brane, which is the only M-theory object relevant for compactifications on
tori of dimension up to four (for d > 4 M5-brane wrappings become relevant
[132]). In a similar manner we can derive the representations of the U-duality
groups in other dimensions by augmenting the tangent space at a point x with
Λ2T ∗xM for d > 1, or Λ
2T ∗xM ⊕ Λ5T ∗xM for d > 4, which corresponds to the
possibility that the M-theory branes may wrap the corresponding compactified
spaces. The results are shown in Table 5.2.
d dimTxM dim Λ
2T ∗xM dim Λ
5T ∗xM total
1 1 — — 1
2 2 1 — 3
3 3 3 — 6
4 4 6 — 10
5 5 10 1 16
6 6 15 6 27
Table 5.2: M-theory brane wrapping coordinates for d compactified dimensions.
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In principle, there should be a way to extract this information from 10-
dimensional string theory, provided one considers not only the fundamental
strings, but also the nonperturbative states of the theory, i.e. the D-branes.
In IIB string theory for compactifications on Td with d < 6 we may postulate a
generalized tangent space of the form
(Tx ⊕ Λ1T ∗x ⊕ Λ1T ∗x ⊕ Λ3T ∗x ⊕ Λ5T ∗x ⊕ Λ5T ∗x )M, (5.3)
which takes care of the wrappings for F1-strings, D1-, D3-, and D5-branes, and
NS5-branes. This space has dimensions precisely matching those shown in the
Table 5.2 (note that there is a mismatch of one because of the difference between
the d = 11 M-theory and d = 10 string theory), see Table 5.3.
d TxM 2[Λ
1T ∗xM ] Λ
3T ∗xM 2[Λ
5T ∗xM ] total
1 1 2 — — 3
2 2 4 — — 6
3 3 6 1 — 10
4 4 8 4 — 16
5 5 10 10 2 27
Table 5.3: IIB string theory objects wrapping coordinates for d compactified
dimensions.
IIA theory comes eqiupped with a generalized tangent space of the form
R⊕ (Tx ⊕ Λ1T ∗x ⊕ Λ2T ∗x ⊕ Λ4T ∗x ⊕ Λ5T ∗x )M, (5.4)
where we take into account the wrapping coordinates of the F1-string, D2- and
D4-branes, NS5-brane, and an extra summand of R is responsible for the dual
coordinate of a D0-brane (a zero-form, i.e. a scalar). Once again the dimensions
of this space (Table 5.4) are in line with the representations of M-theory duality.
This leads us to conjecture that if one encodes all the dynamics of the string
theory objects listed above in a single structure similar to the generalized metrics
(5.1, 5.2), then this may lead to a possibility of reformulation of 10-dimensional
IIA/B supergravity in a U-duality covariant way. The T-duality-covariant gen-
eralized metric (5.1) unifies the metric with the b-field; since we know that U-
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d R TxM Λ1T ∗xM Λ
2T ∗xM Λ
4T ∗xM Λ
5T ∗xM total
1 1 1 1 — — — 3
2 1 2 2 1 — — 6
3 1 3 3 3 — — 10
4 1 4 4 6 1 — 16
5 1 5 5 10 5 1 27
Table 5.4: IIA string theory objects wrapping coordinates for d compactified
dimensions.
duality groups include T and S-dualities, and the latter mix NSNS and RR
fields, we expect the type II string theory U-duality-covariant generalized metric
to combine NSNS and RR fields. As we will see, this is achieved quite naturally
by considering the D-brane worldvolume actions.
We proceed by briefly recapitulating the approach of [133] to derivation of
the T-duality-covariant generalized metric of a fundamental string (5.1), and
then extend the result to include the D-string. The hope is that eventually a
single S-duality covariant result can be written down, describing both strings
simultaneously. It is likely that an S-duality covariant description of a (p, q)-
string will be needed in order to achieve such a goal. One then would need to
proceed with including the higher dimensional D-branes into the game, in order
to complete the spaces (5.3), (5.4).
5.2 Generalized metric for an F1-string
Taking the fundamental string to be the only object in the theory we see that
the dual winding coordinates are 1-forms, and hence the relevant generalized
tangent space is
TxM ⊕ T ∗xM.
This is classical generalized geometry in the sense of Hitchin [119], i.e. a simple
tangent bundle is replaced by a fibrewise sum of tangent and cotangent bundles.
The metric for such a space arises naturally if one considers the worldvolume
equations of motion and Bianchi identities and writes them down in a unified
fashion. This task is simplified by making use of several alternative Lagrangian
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descriptions of a string, as we will now show. In this section we closely fol-
low [133]. The Lagrangian we begin with is given by (D.1) for p = 1:
L =
1
2
√−γγij∂ixµ∂jxνgµν + 1
2
ij∂ix
µ∂jx
νbµν . (5.5)
We introduce the following notation:
Fiµ =
√−γγij∂jxµ, F˜iµ = ij∂jxµ,
Giµ =
√−γγij∂jyµ, G˜iµ = ij∂jyµ.
(5.6)
In this chapter i, j are the worldvolume indices, running over the two values 0, 1,
while µ, ν are spacetime indices, see appendix D. Equations of motion for xµ can
then be written as
∂i
(
Fiνgµν + F˜
iνbµν
)
= 0, (5.7)
while the Bianchi identities involving xµ follow from (5.6):
∂iF˜
iµ = 0. (5.8)
The nonlinear action (D.1) can equivalently be represented by any of the two
first order actions, which describe the system in the two dual frames. These are
written in terms of the dynamical fields F µi , x
µ, and a dual 1-form coordinate
yµ:
Lx = −1
2
√−γγijF µi F νj gµν −
1
2
ijF µi F
ν
j bµν+
+∂ix
µ
(√−γγijF νj gµν + ijF νj bµν) , (5.9)
Ly =
1
2
√−γγijF µi F νj gµν +
1
2
ijF µi F
ν
j bµν+
+∂iyµ
ijF µj .
(5.10)
The F µi equation of motion for Lx is
F µi = ∂ix
µ.
Substituting this back into the Lagrangian we get precisely L (5.5), thus estab-
lishing classical equivalence of the actions built out of Lx and L. Of course, the
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xµ equation of motion for Lx
∂i(
√−γγijF νj gµν + ijF νj bµν) = 0 (5.11)
also reduces to the one that follows from L (5.7) upon substitution of the F µi
field equation.
As regards Ly, it is a dual Lagrangian: the equation for yµ encoded in Ly is
what used to be the Bianchi identity in the Lx description (5.8):
ij∂iF
µ
j = 0 ⇐ F µj = ∂jxµ. (5.12)
To ensure that the relation between Bianchi identities and field equations is
symmetric with respect to Lx and Ly, consider the equation for F
µ
i from Ly:
ij∂jyµ =
√−γγijF νj gµν + ijF νj bµν . (5.13)
Comparing this to (5.11), we see that the latter, which is the xµ equation follow-
ing from Lx, implies the Bianchi identity for Ly:
δxLx = 0 ⇒ ij∂i∂jyµ ≡ 0. (5.14)
We now proceed to show that all of the information given above can be
summarized concisely, and that this results in a generalized metric structure. As
one can check, the equation (5.13) has the following solution:
F µi = p
µν 1√−γ γij
jk∂kyν + q
µν∂iyν , (5.15)
where pµν (symmetric) and q
µν (antisymmetric) are defined by the relations
pµν = gµν − bµαgαβbβν ,
pµνq
αν = bµνg
αν ,
(5.16)
and pµν is defined to be the inverse of pµν : pµαp
αν = δνµ.
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Recalling the definitions (5.6) we notice that we can rewrite (5.13, 5.15) as
G˜iµ = gµνF
iν + bµνF˜
iν , (5.17)
and
G˜iµ = pµνF
iν + bµνg
ναGiα. (5.18)
From these two we can express F˜ in terms of F,G. As a result we arrive at the
following relationship between the worldvolume 1-forms (? is the worldvolume
Hodge operator):
(
?dy
?dx
)
∼
(
G˜
F˜
)
= M
(
F
G
)
∼M
(
dx
dy
)
. (5.19)
The generalized metric M is given by
M =
(
pµν bµρg
ρν
−gµρbρν gµν
)
. (5.20)
5.3 Generalized metric for a D1-brane
We start with a Howe-Tucker form of the D1-brane action (D.12) and repeat
the manipulations of the previous section. Our initial Lagrangian is
L =
1
2
e−φ
√−HH ij [∂ixµ∂jxν(gµν + bµν) + 2piα′(dA)ij] +
+
1
2
ij∂ix
µ∂jx
νCµν +
1
2
ijFijC,
(5.21)
where in addition to the fundamental string worldvolume fields γij and x
µ we have
the worldvolume gauge field potential Ai, spacetime RR fields Cµν and C (the
RR scalar), and an antisymmetric rank 2 worldvolume field that together with
γij comprises Hij (for details see appendix D). We can rewrite the Lagrangian in
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the first order form by introducing an extra worldvolume field F µi :
Lx =− 1
2
e−φ
√−HH ijF µi F νj (gµν + bµν) + piα′(dA)ij(e−φ
√−HH ij + ijC)−
− 1
2
ijF µi F
ν
j (Cµν + bµνC)+
+ ∂ix
µ
[
e−φ
√−HH ijF νj (gµν + bµν) + ijF νj (Cµν + bµνC)
]
.
(5.22)
This Lagrangian transforms precisely into L upon substitution of the F µi field
equation F µi = ∂ix
µ. The dual Lagrangian is given by
Ly =
1
2
e−φ
√−HH ijF µi F νj (gµν + bµν) + piα′(dA)ij(e−φ
√−HH ij + ijC)+
+
1
2
ijF µi F
ν
j (Cµν + bµνC) + ∂iyµ
ijF µj ,
(5.23)
where a dual D1-brane wrapping coordinate yµ was introduced. The situation
with the field equations for Lx being the Bianchi identities for Ly and vice versa
is exactly as in the fundamental string case. In particular, the yµ equation of
motion implies F µi = ∂ix
µ, and the equation of motion itself then turns into the
Bianchi identity for xµ.
In our search of the generalized metric we now need to consider the F µi
equation of motion for Ly together with its solution. The field equation is
ij∂jyµ = e
−φ√−HH ij∂jxν(gµν + bµν) + ij∂jxν(Cµν + bµνC), (5.24)
which can be solved by
∂ix
µ =
e−φ√−H p
µνHij
jk∂kyν + q
µν∂iyν , (5.25)
where now
pµν = e
−2φ(g + b)µν − (Cµα + bµαC)(g + b)−1αβ(Cβν + bβνC), (5.26)
qµαpαν = −(g + b)−1µα(Cαν + bανC), (5.27)
and as before pµαp
αν = δνµ. Note, however, that both pµν and q
µν have now
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lost their (anti)symmetry properties. Nevertheless, one can still find a simple
expression for a product with reversed order pµαq
αν , which will be important in
what follows:
pµαq
αν = −(Cµα + bµαC)(g + b)−1αν . (5.28)
From (5.25) we find that
ij∂jyµ = e
φpµν
√−HH ij∂jxν − eφpµνqνρ
√−HH ij∂jyρ. (5.29)
Comparing this to (5.24) yields
ij∂jx
ν(Cµν + bµνC) =− eφ
√−HH ij∂jxρ(Cµν + bµνC)(g + b)−1 νβ(Cβρ + bβρC)−
− eφpµνqνρ
√−HH ij∂jyρ
=− eφ√−HH ij∂jxρ(Cµν + bµνC)(g + b)−1 νβ(Cβρ + bβρC)−
+ eφ
√−HH ij∂jyρ(Cµν + bµνC)(g + b)−1 νρ.
(5.30)
We multiply this by (C2 + b2C)
−1 which yields
ij∂jx
µ =− eφ√−HH ij∂jxρ(g + b)−1µν(Cνρ + bνρC)−
+ eφ
√−HH ij∂jyρ(g + b)−1µρ.
(5.31)
The latter, together with (5.29), is sufficient to write down the generalized metric:
(
G˜iµ
F˜iµ
)
= eφ
(
pµρ −pµνqνρ
qµνpνρ (g + b)
−1µρ
)(
Fiρ
Giρ
)
, (5.32)
where the products pµνq
νρ, qµνpνρ are given by (5.27), (5.28), and the Gothic
characters are the same as in (5.6) with γ traded for H.
Note that due to the presence of the antisymmetric rank two worldvolume
field in the D-brane action the matrix in (5.32) is no longer symmetric, thus no
longer a metric. If we split it into symmetric and antisymmetric parts, then one
can call the symmetric part the generalized metric:
Ms = e
φ
(
p′µν (C2 + bC)µα(g + b)
−1αν
s
−(g + b)−1µαs (C2 + bC)αν (g + b)−1µνs
)
, (5.33)
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where
p′µν = e
−2φgµν − (Cµα + bµαC)(g + b)−1αβs (Cβν + bβνC), (5.34)
and
(g + b)−1µνs = (g + b)
−1µαgαβ(g + b)−1βν (5.35)
is the symmetric part of (g + b)−1µν .
One can obtain the generalized metric (5.33) from the fundamental string
generalized metric (5.20) by replacing:
gµν → eφ(g + b)−1µνs ,
gµν → e−φ(g + b)s µν = e−φgµν ,
bµν → Cµν + bµνC.
(5.36)
The new metric
(g + b)−1µνs (5.37)
is the open string metric [134]. Note that in our interpretation it only appears
with the upper indices, whereas gµν simply gets multiplied by e
−φ. In other
words, a proper inverse for the contravariant open string metric (5.37) would be
gµν − bµαgαβbβν , (5.38)
rather than (g + b)s µν = gµν as in (5.36).
Note that the matrix in (5.32) also has an antisymmetric part:
Ma = e
φ
(
p′′µν (C2 + bC)µα(g + b)
−1αν
a
−(g + b)−1µαa (C2 + bC)αν (g + b)−1µνa
)
, (5.39)
where
p′′µν = e
−2φbµν − (Cµα + bµαC)(g + b)−1αβa (Cβν + bβνC). (5.40)
This corresponds to the anticommutativity parameter of [134]. One could spec-
ulate that some kind of anticommutativity arises in the generalized geometry for
D-branes. Within the generic logic of this chapter this is quite an unexpected
and interesting by-product, worth to be studied separately.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this thesis we studied several aspects of string theory dualities from the
worldvolume action perspective, and how they manifest themselves in the effec-
tive low energy supergravity theories. This study has taken the form of both
purely theoretical and “applied” investigation (to the extent to which mod-
ern string theory may be applied). On the theoretical side we considered the
fermionic T-duality transformation in type IIB supergravity (chapter 3) and
some aspects of U-duality in 10-dimensional string theory (chapter 5); on the
applied side we studied an application of fermionic T-duality in the AdS/CFT
approach to scattering amplitude dualities in d = 3 N = 6 gauge theory (chapter
4).
In the chapter 3 we have demonstrated the basic features of fermionic T-
duality transformation by generating a few supersymmetric solutions of com-
plexified supergravity. In this study we observe several interesting properties,
some of which are quite unexpected. We have seen that fermionic T-duality
does not commute with bosonic T-duality, because new components of the RR
forms that arise after the duality transformation depend more on the structure of
the Killing spinors, rather than Killing vectors and the corresponding spacetime
symmetries. In retrospect this should not be a surprise since it is known that
supersymmetries and isometries do not commute either. One can also think of
examples where T-duality breaks supersymmetry (at the level of supergravity).
Several examples of real fermionic T-dual backgrounds have been found in the
pp-wave case. These are however trivially related to the pp-wave itself (i.e. one
can talk of a self-duality in a certain sense). Fermionic T-duals in general have
complex RR backgrounds because of the constraint that the supersymmetries
being dualized belong to the abelian subgroup of the symmetry supergroup; for
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that reason it would be interesting to consider the possibility of relaxing the
abelian constraint in order to have a manifestly real nonabelian fermionic T-
duality transformation.
Following this in the chapter 4 it was shown that under the combination
of bosonic and fermionic T-dualities in the directions given by the three trivial
AdS4 isometries, three complexified CP 3 isometries and six complexified super-
symmetries the transformation of the dilaton is indeterminate:
e2φ
′
= e2φ
0
0
. (6.1)
This provides an alternative point of view on T-dualizing AdS4×CP 3 background
that has been done recently by Adam, Dekel, and Oz [97] in the supercoset for-
mulation of the sigma-model. The authors of [97] who have also encountered
a singularity suggest as one of the possible explanations the κ-symmetry gauge
fixing that is used to obtain the coset model [135]. This may break dual su-
perconformal invariance of the corresponding field theory since certain string
configurations cannot be represented after the gauge fixing. The analysis pre-
sented here uses a supergravity description of the superstring, which certainly
does not have this truncation, and yet the singularity persists. It is yet to be un-
derstood what makes singular transformations possible, and in particular what
is the role of complexification of the fermionic symmetries that is obligatory for
doing fermionic T-duality.
Perhaps a way to eliminate this 0
0
ambiguity would be to consider a deformed
AdS4 × CP 3 background, the deformation being parameterized by some λ, such
that the dependence on the deformation parameter e2φ
′
= f(λ) e2φ would have
a well-defined limit as one removes the deformation limλ→0 f(λ). In order to
ensure that taking this limit sends us back to the initial background one would
also require that the λ-deformation commutes with T-duality.
Most likely such a deformation would require giving the dilaton some nontriv-
ial coordinate dependence. The dilaton equation of motion in our conventions is
R = 4(∂φ)2 − 4∇2φ (6.2)
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(for a vanishing B-field). If we keep the dilaton constant, then the requirement
that the AdS part of the geometry be preserved will only allow for the deforma-
tions of the CP 3 part that preserve R = 0, which is problematic. One can also
consider the Killing spinor equation (4.24a), which in the ABJM background
reduces to the eigenspinor condition (4.26). If one were to deform the RR 2-
form, the eigenspinor condition would be broken, and for some supersymmetry
to be preserved one would have to introduce the dilaton into the game. With
nontrivial dilaton the equation (4.26) gets modified to
[
kβi∂iφ− eφ (Q+ 2)
]
β7η = 0, (6.3)
where, as before, Q = 1
2
Fijβ
ijβ7, and we have absorbed the numerical factors
that depend on the supergravity conventions into the constant k. An appropriate
relative normalization of F2 and F4 is also assumed. It is possible that the dilaton
field with nontrivial dependence on the internal manifold could allow for some
supersymmetry to be preserved under the deformation.
A candidate recipe for the deformation is the TsT transformation [35, 37],
which gives the beta-deformed AdS4 × CP 3 theory described in [136]. In order
for the Killing vectors to be preserved under the beta-deformation, one may
carry out the beta-deformation with respect to these Killing vectors. Therefore
if we beta-deform the AdS4 × CP 3 background using the directions (4.19), we
can then use the same Killing vectors for the T-duality. However the dw dw
block in (4.22) is not affected by such a beta-deformation, which means that the
corresponding determinant is still zero. Thus the use of the TsT transformation
for the deformation purposes in our setup is problematic.
Finally, in the chapter 5 we have outlined the small step towards the remote
aim of reformulation of type II supergravity in a U-duality covariant manner.
Introducing the D1-brane into the game has lead to the generalized metric de-
pending explicitly on the RR fields of type IIB theory. This is a natural feature
for the theory that respects S-duality, whereby the NSNS and RR fluxes get
mixed.
Thinking of the S-duality relation between the F1 and D1-strings we note,
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however, that a field redefinition such as (5.36) does not boil down just to an
S-duality transformation. It is plausible that one could achieve a covariant for-
mulation of the generalized geometry if one starts from the covariant (p, q)-string
action formalism [137, 138, 139, 140, 141].
Needless to say that a lot is still to be done on the way to the full U-duality
covariant description of type II supergravity. One should carry out the procedure
described in this chapter for the full spectrum of string theory objects as shown
in (5.3), (5.4). Then it will be required to unify all of these in a framework of a
unique generalized metric, such that the supergravity action could be written in
terms of a single covariant object.
Aside from the main goal of the chapter we have found an antisymmetric
contribution to the generalized metric of a D1-brane. This may be a manifes-
tation of (generalized?) spacetime noncommutativity [134] and deserves further
investigation.
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IIB SUPERGRAVITY
CONVENTIONS
We will give the relevant action and equations of motion for IIB supergravity
so that all our conventions are transparent. Our metric signature is mostly plus,
(− + . . .+); antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor is defined with 0...9 = 1. Apart
from the metric, which is represented by gmn, the bosonic field content of type
IIB supergravity is given by two real scalars, dilaton φ and RR scalar C(0), two
real antisymmetric second-rank tensors b and C(2) and a fourth-rank real tensor
C(4), whose field stregth F(5) = dC(4) is self-dual:
Fm1...m5 =
1
5!
m1...m5n1...n5F
n1...n5 . (A.1)
From string theory point of view, the fields C(0), C(2), and C(4) are potentials of
the RR fields F(n+1) = dC(n). Three remaining fields g, b, and φ belong to the
NSNS sector of type IIB superstring.
The action of type IIB supergravity in the string frame is a sum of three
terms
S = SNSNS + SRR + SCS, (A.2)
where
SNSNS =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√
|g| e−2φ
[
R + 4(∂φ)2 − 1
2
1
3!
H(3)
2
]
, (A.3)
SRR = − 1
4κ2
∫
d10x
√
|g|
[
F(1)
2 +
1
3!
F˜(3)
2 +
1
2
1
5!
F˜(5)
2
]
, (A.4)
SCS = − 1
4κ2
∫
C(4) ∧H(3) ∧ F(3). (A.5)
Here H(3) = db is the field strength of the NSNS antisymmetric tensor field, and
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we use a common notation F(n)
2 = Fµ1...µnFn1...nng
m1n1 . . . gmnnn . Modified field
strengths F˜(n) are used in SRR, and only there:
F˜(3) = F(3) − C(0)H(3), (A.6a)
F˜(5) = F(5) − 1
2
C(2) ∧H(3) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ F(3). (A.6b)
Note that these reduce to ordinary F(n) if the b-field is zero.
The equations of motion of the two scalars in the theory (A.2) are the sim-
plest. The dilaton equation reads
R = 4(∂φ)2 − 4∇2φ+ 1
2
H(3)
2
2
, (A.7)
and the RR scalar field equation is
∇2C(0) + 1
3!
H(3)F˜(3) = 0. (A.8)
The equations for B2, C(2), and C(4) are respectively (note that the first two
equations have been simplified by substitution of the third one):
∇m
[
e−2φH − C(0)F˜
]abm
=
1
2
1
3!
F˜ abmnlFmnl − 1
2
√|g| 15! 13!abm1...m5n1...n3F˜m1...m5Fn1...n3 ; (A.9)
∇mF˜ abm
= −1
2
1
3!
F˜ abmnlHmnl +
1
2
√|g| 15! 13!abm1...m5n1...n3F˜m1...m5Hn1...n3 ; (A.10)
∇mF˜mn1...n4 = 1√|g| 13! 13!n1...n4l1...l3r1...r3Hl1...l3Fr1...r3 . (A.11)
Finally the Einstein equations, after simplifying by substitution of the Ricci
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scalar as given by the dilaton equation (A.7) are:
Rmn + 2∇m∇nφ = 1
4
HmabHn
ab +
e2φ
2
[
T (1)mn + T
(3˜)
mn +
1
2
T (5˜)mn
]
, (A.12)
where
T (1)mn = ∂mC∂nC −
1
2
gmn(∂C)
2, (A.13)
T (3˜)mn =
1
2
F˜mabF˜
ab
n −
1
2
gmn
1
3!
˜F(3)
2
, (A.14)
T (5˜)mn =
1
4!
F˜ma1...a4F˜
a1...a4
n (A.15)
(the F˜(5)
2 term in the 5-form energy-momentum is identically zero since F˜(5) =
?F˜(5)).
The supergravity field equations, which we have derived here, simplify con-
siderably in the case of zero b-field, as is relevent for D-brane solutions. For the
dilaton, RR scalar, b, C(2), C(4), and g we have correspondingly
R = 4(∂φ)2 − 4∇2φ, (A.16)
∇2C(0) = 0, (A.17)
∇m
(
C(0)F
)abm
= −1
2
1
3!
F abmnlFmnl +
1
2
√|g| 15! 13!abm1...m5n1...n3Fm1...m5Fn1...n3 ,
(A.18)
∇mF abm = 0, (A.19)
∇mFmn1...n4 = 0, (A.20)
Rmn + 2∇m∇nφ = e
2φ
2
[
T (1)mn + T
(3)
mn +
1
2
T (5)mn
]
. (A.21)
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APPENDIX B
CLIFFORD ALGEBRA AND
SUPERSYMMETRY
B.1 d = 10 conventions
We work with the real 32 by 32 representation for the gamma-matrices of R9,1,
which exists due to the isomorphism Cl(9, 1) ∼= Mat(R, 32). It is convenient to
exploit the periodicity property of the Clifford algebras
Cl(9, 1) ∼= Cl(1, 1)⊗ Cl(8, 0) (B.1)
to construct the gamma-matrices as tensor products of {σ1, iσ2}, which are the
gamma-matrices of Cl(1, 1) with the following symmetric {Σ1, . . . ,Σ8}, which
are the gamma-matrices of 8-dimensional Euclidean space:
Σ1 = σ2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ2,
Σ2 = σ2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2,
Σ3 = σ2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ2,
Σ4 = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ 1,
Σ5 = σ2 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ 1,
Σ6 = σ2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ1,
Σ7 = σ2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ3,
Σ8 = σ1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1,
(B.2)
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and Σ9 = Σ1 · . . . · Σ8 = σ3 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1, which is a chirality operator in 8D. In
particular, the representation we use is:
Γ0 = iσ2 ⊗ 116 =
(
0 116
−116 0
)
, (Γ0)2 = −1;
Γi = σ1 ⊗ Σi =
(
0 Σi
Σi 0
)
, (Γi)2 = 1.
(B.3)
The 10-dimensional chirality operator is Γ10 = Γ0 · . . . ·Γ9 = σ3⊗116. Spinors
of definite chirality are defined as usual, Γ10ψ± = ±ψ±; they provide two inequiv-
alent real 16-dimensional representations of Spin(9, 1), S+ and S−. These are
Majorana-Weyl spinors; we can also define S+⊕S−, which is a Majorana spinor
(real 32 component) and S+ ⊗ C (S− ⊗ C), which are Weyl spinors (complex 16
component) of positive (negative) chirality.
The “small gamma” γµ matrices, which are used e.g. in the section 2.3, are
defined as off-diagonal 16 by 16 blocks of the Γµ matrices:
Γµ =
(
0 γµαβ
γµαβ 0
)
, (B.4)
so that they are analogs of Pauli matrices in 4D. One can read off their values
from (B.3). The γµ matrices are symmetric and they satisfy a condition
γµαβγ
νβγ + γναβγ
µβγ = 2ηµνδγα. (B.5)
Position of the spinor indices reflects the convention to denote the positive chi-
rality spinors with ψα and the negative chirality spinors with χα. For example,
action of a gamma-matrix on a Majorana spinor is given by
ΓµΨ =
(
0 γµαβ
γµαβ 0
)(
ψβ
χβ
)
=
(
(γµχ)α
(γµψ)α
)
, (B.6)
and action on chiral (Majorana-Weyl or Weyl) spinors can be written by setting
ψ or χ to zero.
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Since charge conjugation matrix in this representation can be taken to be
C = Γ0:
CΓiC−1 = −ΓiT , (B.7)
the Lorentz-covariant spinor bilinear takes the form (using Majorana conjugation
Ψ = ΨTC):
ΨΓµΦ =
(
ψα χα
)( 0 1αβ
−1αβ 0
)(
0 γµβγ
γµβγ 0
)(
φγ
ϕγ
)
=
= ψαγµαβφ
β − χαγµαβϕβ.
(B.8)
For chiral spinors, such as the supersymmetry parameters of IIB supergravity,
this bilinear reduces to ψαγµαβφ
β (in the case of positive chirality). This type of
16-component spinor bilinear is used, e.g. in the formula (2.34).
Killing spinor equations result from requiring that the supersymmetry vari-
ations of the fermions vanish. The fermions in type IIB supergravity are the
doublets of gravitini and dilatini, which have opposite chirality. We take the
dilatini λ, λˆ to have negative chirality. The supersymmetry parameters , ˆ are of
the same (positive) chirality as the gravitini ψµ, ψˆµ. Supersymmetry variations
in the two-component formalism are:
δψm = ∇m− 1
4
/Hm−
eφ
8
(
/F (1) + /F (3) +
1
2
/F (5)
)
Γmˆ, (B.9a)
δψˆm = ∇mˆ+ 1
4
/Hmˆ+
eφ
8
(
/F (1) − /F (3) +
1
2
/F (5)
)
Γm, (B.9b)
δλ = /∂φ − 1
2
/H+
eφ
2
(
2/F (1) + /F (3)
)
ˆ, (B.9c)
δλˆ = /∂φ ˆ+
1
2
/Hˆ− e
φ
2
(
2/F (1) − /F (3)
)
, (B.9d)
where
/F (n) =
1
n!
Fm1...mnΓ
m1...mn , (B.10)
/Hm =
1
2
HmnrΓ
nr. (B.11)
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Sometimes it is more convenient to derive and solve the Killing spinor equations
in terms of the single complex gravitino, dilatino and supersymmetry parameter,
defined as
Ψm = ψm + iψˆm, Λ = λ+ iλˆ, ε = + iˆ. (B.12)
The above transformations can be rewritten in the complex notation as
δΨm = ∇mε− 1
4
/Hmε
∗ +
ieφ
8
(
/F (1) +
1
2
/F (5)
)
Γmε− ie
φ
8
/F (3)Γmε
∗, (B.13)
δΛ = /∂φ ε− 1
2
/Hε∗ − ieφ /F (1)ε+
ieφ
2
/F (3)ε
∗. (B.14)
B.2 Gamma-matrices for CP 3
For the purposes of working with type IIA supergravity, whose spinorial quan-
tities are Majorana spinors of R9,1, we need a Majorana representation of the
gamma-matrices. We can construct this as a product of Majorana representa-
tions in 1 + 3 and in 6 dimensions. This representation is used in chapter 4
Our spacetime signature convention is (− + . . .+), hence the following four
real anticommuting matrices αµ furnish a Majorana representation in D = 1+3:
α0 = σ3 ⊗ iσ2,
α1 = σ3 ⊗ σ1,
α2 = σ3 ⊗ σ3,
α3 = σ1 ⊗ 1.
(B.15)
Volume element α5 = α0 . . . α3 = iσ2 ⊗ 1 is also real and squares to −1.
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We choose the six gamma-matrices of 6D Euclidean space to be
β1 = 1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1,
β2 = 1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ3,
β3 = σ1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ2,
β4 = σ3 ⊗ 1 ⊗ σ2,
β5 = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ 1,
β6 = σ2 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ 1.
(B.16)
These are imaginary and we define the corresponding volume element to be real:
β7 = −β1 . . . β6 = iσ2 ⊗ iσ2 ⊗ iσ2.
Finally, the ten-dimensional real gamma-matrices Γ are the following prod-
ucts (for α = 0, . . . , 3 and i = 1, . . . , 6):
Γµ = αµ ⊗ 1,
Γi+3 = iα5 ⊗ βi
(B.17)
Ten-dimensional chirality operator is Γ11 = Γ0 . . .Γ9 = −α5⊗β7. This represen-
tation is clearly not Weyl.
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CP 3 KILLING SPINORS
The components of the CP 3 factor (4.27) of the Killing spinor are given by
the following:
f1 =
1
2
{
2h1 cosα sin
χ
4
+ 2h2 cosα cos
χ
4
+
sinα
[(
h3 sin
φ
2
+ h4 cos
φ
2
)
sin
1
4
(2θ + χ− 2ψ) +
(
h3 cos
φ
2
− h4 sin φ
2
)
cos
1
4
(2θ − χ+ 2ψ)−
(
h6 cos
φ
2
− h5 sin φ
2
)
cos
1
4
(2θ + χ− 2ψ)
+
(
h6 sin
φ
2
+ h5 cos
φ
2
)
sin
1
4
(2θ − χ+ 2ψ)
]}
,
(C.1)
f4 =
1
2
{
2h1 cosα cos
χ
4
− 2h2 cosα sin χ
4
+
sinα
[(
h3 sin
φ
2
+ h4 cos
φ
2
)
cos
1
4
(2θ + χ− 2ψ) +
(
h3 cos
φ
2
− h4 sin φ
2
)
sin
1
4
(2θ − χ+ 2ψ) +
(
h6 cos
φ
2
− h5 sin φ
2
)
sin
1
4
(2θ + χ− 2ψ)
−
(
h6 sin
φ
2
+ h5 cos
φ
2
)
cos
1
4
(2θ − χ+ 2ψ)
]}
,
(C.2)
f2 =
1
2
{
A1
[
(cosα + 1) sinµ− (cosα− 1) cosµ]+ B1[(cosα + 1) cosµ− (cosα− 1) sinµ]
− 2 sinα(cosµ− sinµ)
(
h1 cos
χ
4
− h2 sin χ
4
)}
,
(C.3)
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f3 =
1
2
{
A1
[
(cosα− 1) sinµ+ (cosα + 1) cosµ]+ B1[(cosα− 1) cosµ+ (cosα + 1) sinµ]
+ 2 sinα(cosµ+ sinµ)
(
h1 cos
χ
4
− h2 sin χ
4
)}
,
(C.4)
f5 =
1
2
{
A2
[
(cosα + 1) sinµ− (cosα− 1) cosµ]+ B2[(cosα + 1) cosµ− (cosα− 1) sinµ]
− 2 sinα(cosµ− sinµ)
(
h1 cos
χ
4
− h2 sin χ
4
)}
,
(C.5)
f6 =
1
2
{
A2
[
(cosα− 1) sinµ+ (cosα + 1) cosµ]+ B2[(cosα− 1) cosµ+ (cosα + 1) sinµ]
+ 2 sinα(cosµ+ sinµ)
(
h1 cos
χ
4
− h2 sin χ
4
)}
,
(C.6)
where
A1 =
[
sin
ψ
2
sin
1
4
(2θ − χ)
(
h3 cos
φ
2
− h4 sin φ
2
)
− sin ψ
2
cos
1
4
(2θ − χ)(
h6 sin
φ
2
+ h5 cos
φ
2
)
+ cos
ψ
2
(
cos
1
4
(2θ + χ)
(
h6 cos
φ
2
− h5 sin φ
2
)
− sin 1
4
(2θ + χ)
(
h3 sin
φ
2
+ h4 cos
φ
2
))]
,
B1 =
(
cos
ψ
2
cos
1
4
(2θ − χ)
(
h3 cos
φ
2
− h4 sin φ
2
)
+ cos
ψ
2
sin
1
4
(2θ − χ)(
h6 sin
φ
2
+ h5 cos
φ
2
)
− sin ψ
2
(
cos
1
4
(2θ + χ)
(
h3 sin
φ
2
+ h4 cos
φ
2
)
+ sin
1
4
(2θ + χ)
(
h6 cos
φ
2
− h5 sin φ
2
)))
,
(C.7)
and A2,B2 are the same with the following substitution:
sin
ψ
2
→ − cos ψ
2
,
cos
ψ
2
→ sin ψ
2
.
(C.8)
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D-BRANE ACTION FORMALISMS
The prototype of generalized geometry first appeared in [133], where a fun-
damental p-brane theory has been considered and a generalized metric on the
space
TM ⊕ ΛpT ∗M
has been constructed. Embedding of a p-brane with worldvolume coordinates
ξi, i = 0, . . . , p into the spacetime is given by the functions xµ(ξ), µ = 0, . . . , d.
Using the independent worldvolume metric γij we can write down the Howe-
Tucker form of the action as given in [133]:
Sp = −Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξ
√−γ γij∂ixµ∂jxν gµν − Tp
2
(1− p)
∫
dp+1ξ
√−γ − Tp
∫
C(p+1),
(D.1)
where Tp is the p-brane tension and the last term takes care of the p-brane electric
coupling to the spacetime antisymmetric tensor field Cµµ1...µp :∫
C(p+1) =
∫
dp+1ξ
1
(p+ 1)!
ii1...ip∂ix
µ∂i1x
µ1 . . . ∂ipx
µp Cµµ1...µp . (D.2)
This action is suitable for the fundamental objects of superstring theory and M-
theory. When p = 2 (D.1) is precisely the worldvolume action of the M-theory
M2-brane, and for p = 1 we get a fundametal string (F1-brane) action. Both
these objects have no worldvolume fields apart from γij and x
µ.
The first two terms of the action (D.1) are equivalent to a Nambu-Goto
action. Namely, if one varies (D.1) with respect to the worldvolume metric and
then substitutes the equation of motion back into the action, one gets the new
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action with a Nambu-Goto kinetic term:
Sp [γij → ∂ixµ∂jxν gµν ] = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξ
√
− det (∂ixµ∂jxν gµν)− Tp
∫
C(p+1).
(D.3)
As a result, one can write the F1 action (D.1) as either
SF1 = −T1
2
∫
d2ξ
√−γ γij∂ixµ∂jxν gµν − T1
∫
b2 (D.4)
or
SF1 = −T1
∫
d2ξ
√
− det (∂ixµ∂jxν gµν)− T1
∫
b2. (D.5)
In order to make this action suitable for the description of other extended
objects, be it the M5-brane, or the D-branes, we need to include a coupling to
the corresponding extra worldvolume fields. In particular, for the Dp-brane we
need to introduce a worldvolume gauge field, and the corresponding dynamics is
now given by the DBI action
SDBI = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√
− det (gij + Fij)− Tp
∫
eFC, (D.6)
where gij is the pullback to the worldvolume of the spacetime metric gµν ,
Fij = ∂ixµ∂jxν bµν + 2piα′(dA)ij
is the gauge invariant worldvolume field strength 2-form, and C is a formal sum
of all the RR fields in the theory. In the Wess-Zumino term
∫
eFC it is assumed
that only one RR field of appropriate rank is multiplying each term in the power
series expansion of the exponential. For example, for the D1-brane of type IIB
superstring theory C = C(0) ⊕ C(2) ⊕ . . ., and
SD1 = −T1
∫
d2ξ e−φ
√
− det (g + F)− T1
∫
(C(2) + FC(0)). (D.7)
The kinetic term of the DBI action can also be recast in the Howe-Tucker
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form. We can use
S = −Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√−H H ij (gij + Fij)− Tp
2
(1−p)
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√−H, (D.8)
where Hij = γij+aij is now a generic matrix (H = detHij), so that for its inverse
H ij the symmetric part γij can be interpreted as an auxilliary worldvolume metric
as before, whereas the antisymmetric part aij is a worldvolume antisymmetric
tensor that contracts Fij:
H ij (gij + Fij) = γijgij + aijFij. (D.9)
Note that H ij is defined to be the inverse of Hij, which means that its symmetric
and antisymmetric parts γij and aij are not necessarily the inverses of γij and
aij, respectively.
The equation of motion for Hij that follows from the above action is
gij + Fij − 1
2
HijH
kl (gkl + Fkl) = 1− p
2
Hij. (D.10)
This has a solution Hij = gij+Fij, which upon substitution into (D.8) transforms
it into the kinetic term of the DBI action (D.6):
S [Hij → gij + Fij] =
= −Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√−H(p+ 1)− Tp
2
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√−H(1− p) =
= −Tp
∫
dp+1ξ e−φ
√
− det (gij + Fij).
(D.11)
Therefore a D1-string also admits two alternative formulations:
SD1 = −T1
2
∫
d2ξ e−φ
√−H H ij (gij + Fij)− T1
∫
(C(2) + FC(0)). (D.12)
or
SD1 = −T1
∫
d2ξ e−φ
√
− det (g + F)− T1
∫
(C(2) + FC(0)). (D.13)
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